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Abstract
Whereas the separation of work from domestic life introduced during the industrial
revolution has brought enormous increases in productivity through the division of labor, the cultural
costofthisfractureforsociety is still underestimated. Some of the initial reasons forthe phenomenon,
namely unbearable environmental impact, inhumane working conditions and the monstrous scale
of apparatus have started to lose significance through technological progress. The idea of industry
as a constant state of emergency, for various reasons sometimes even embraced by old-style
managements, has been recognized as an obstacle forefficiency in modem production. If this istrue,
what are the architectural implications? Being 'different' or 'somewhere else' is still considered an
inherent characteristic of industry: architecturally, a factory-gate is still the entrance to another world.
This thesis investigates an integrative approach. Rather than enhancing the outlandish, it
argues for exploring a genuine industrial order with a strategy that understands size and complexity
of the programmatic features of the organism as potential for opportunistic appropriation, interpre-
tative continuation or value-driven contradiction of meaningful elements and qualities of the
environment. The strategy relies on several principles borrowed from chaos theory such as fractional
dimension, self-similar behavior of forms, non-linear growth, and others.
Thesis Supervisor: Femando Perez Domeyko
Title: Lecturer of Architecture
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Introduction
chaos theory and architecture
Brnging chaos theory and architecture together might seem either fashionable, strange, obvious or
natural. On one side, it depends on how much and what kind of exposure the reader has had to
elements of the theory. On the other, it depends on how far the reader agrees to the assertion, that
architecture has to be influenced by advancements in the sciences.
This thesis cannot make a novice reader understand chaos theory at once. Not because the matter
were too complicated and would require too big a theoretical detour, but simply because this specific
theory has to'sink in' and should be confronted with a lot of everyday evidence before one is familiar
with it to the extent that it becomes reasonably applicable. Nevertheless, short explanations of
individual concepts will be given as they occur in the text.
It is difficult to give a general answer to the questions underlying the above assertion, and therefore
the approach cannot be obvious. Historcally, scientific discovery has influenced architecture very
strongly whenever it was directly related to use and supplied a general postulate. A striking example
is provided by bacterology and the concept of hygiene, which changed the agenda of, for instance
inner-city, housing dramatically.
New technologies have often changed architectural thinking, after their use has been determined
expermentally in building and their potential incrementally uncovered. One just has to think of the
evolution in the use of steel over the nineteenth century and of the impact of the notion of lightness
for modern architecture.
Today, many architects use scientific buzzwords as a vehicle and contrbute to the general confusion
about the concepts behind them by promotional application to sensational proposals, while others
become suspicious of science altogether. But contrary to many other new theories, this one provides
new insight for everyday phenomena, rather than introducing new realmsof understanding. It applies
to architecture per se. But is it beneficial to use the theory for understanding architecture? Not
necessarily.
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But there are specific instances, where an architectural constellationor an agenda in pre-project
state may be already structurally related to the objects of concern in chaos theory. For these
cases, it would certainly be beneficial to consider it as an analytical tool for design as it is
beneficial to use other tools such as structural calculation or formal theory. For these cases,
bringing architecture and chaos theory together would indeed be natural.
A selection of architectural constellations of this sort are discussed in the theoretical part of this
thesis. They are all related in program, and this is not by coincidence:
They all share institutional character in the sense of sheltering a large group of people who are
working towards a common goal or providing services to the public.
Their size is larger than critcal: The projects make claims on all architectural scales from
structural detail scale to neighborhood or landscape scale.
The projects are contextual in the sense of not accepting site boundaries as the limits to design,
but rather considering every design-move as designing the environment.
They favor the notion of exchange with the environment over the idea of total seclusion or
security.
Probably, none of these precedents have been conceived with the principles of chaos theory
in mind. But since understanding does not depend ontheformal recognitionof afamilyof natural
principles, and the general intellectual context has made the discovery of these principles
inevitable for most fields of knowledge, they can be considered as 'being in the air.
My conclusion, after having analyzed the first architectural projects as complex objects' was,
that the programmatic implications were directed towards functional integration, large scale,
and the need for complements, reconciliation and contextual integration - in short, for the
problem field of industry.
The question of judging or making architecture on the basis of analogies, or of 'what it can be
seen as' is very well discussed by P. Papazian in Principles, Opportunism and Seeing in
Design2.
He develops a model of the designer as a collection of different modules with different'seeing
1:In apaper for aseminar on Louis Kahn with Francesco Passanti in the
spring of 1992 at MIT, HTC. The paper is asummary ofa report held in class
on the topic of "Monumentality'. Among the projects analyzed were
theGoldberg House, Exeter Library andthe Salk Institute.
2: Papazian, Pegor Hratch. Principles, Opportunism and Seeing in Design:
AcomputationalApproach. MIT Dept of Architecture M.S. Thesis 1991.
whole design and decides which module should be activated for further evaluation.
The decision is opportunistic, because it does not follow preconceived rules, but depends on the
actual situation as sole provider of information for decision-making, and is therefore prone to move
instantly into a new unexplored direction.
Papazians"seeing-as'functions are modeled as design principles. They are not generative rules but
flexible elements of analysis, that, if applied, can modify and improve any input generated by other
sources. They are implemented as analogies, which is a conscious decision for the decoupling of the
resulting design from any directly tractable chain of influences. Nonetheless, certain modules will
always have enough impact on the design, so that they can be named as important principles, and
their contribution can be 'explained'.
The concepts of chaos theory will be treated as'principles'in the sense of Papazian's model. They
might not correspond to the sequence of actual design considerations for the precedents discussed,
(although some certainly are) but implemented as 'modules', they would have led the projects in
similar directions -and they might, once established, be able to redirect other projects as well.
Four aspects of integration will be considered:
Contextual integration and the principle of physical self-similarity on a functional and formal level.
Object-integration into afabric of complementary spaces for the purpose of exchange by making use
of the principle of fractional dimension for the enlargement of two-dimensional object boundaries.
Integration of people into a large organism of production by meaningful hierarchies, teams and
shared responsibilities with the principle of organizational self-similarity.
Integration of work into the overall context of life. Summing up the other auxiliary concerns, this is
the driving force behind this thesis about industry.
The above principles can work together with the principle of non-linear growth as a means for
providing an understanding of actual and future stages of an organism as a meaningful totality. The
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concern could be phrased as the 'search for chains of meaningful positions for smaller elements in
their environments'which eventually can connectthe individual worker to his or her cultural situation.
And the place of the worker becomes more identifiable and acceptable.
Enlargement of Boundaries
exchange across complex surfaces
The problem of integrating a large institutionororganism into an existing fabric or into an environment
with differentiated public space is essentially a question of qualified exchange. The programmatic
implied restrictions are clear, but what about built form? With connections between a new organism
and its environment established, compatible interfaces and transparencies are needed to further
facilitate exchange: it is necessary to work against the traditionally all too easily implemented and
accepted boundaries of any institutional project!
The forces that concentrate institutions under one roof react to the need for communication, but they
are very often directed against participation of the exterior. Security, liability, efficiency are standard
arguments for enforcing the boundary. But the video-observed, windowless corrugated sheet-metal
boxes behind iron gates, security-lit and deserted at night, are among the most frustrating
experiences encountered in the urban landscape. Together with the slick climate-controlled office
facade they form the paradigm for the flat boundary work-space. To some extent, these examples
represent the state-of-the-art. Even though somewhat esthetically bothersome, they are generally
accepted because understood as a rational approach to a'particular' problem. It is also accepted as
unavoidable that large pieces are cut out of the urban fabric to accommodate the privacy of a desired
employer. If such functional disturbance is combined with a flat boundary of the intruding institution,
'blind spots' occur in the fabric.
When, however, either local contrast between intensity of public use and the need for a large
continuous secured inside privacy for the investor becomes significant , the conflict can be resolved
by the institutional project giving back to the city some of what it has taken by building public access
(through access, that is) analogous to its interior circulation. Other than an entrance along a real
street with different addresses on the two sides, this can provide additional potential for the public
to experience process and section of a workplace. By puncturing the core of the institution, a
representative understanding of the whole can be gained to make up for the opaqueness generated
by its sheer size.
Enlargement of Boundaries

Left: Otto Steidle and Uwe Kiessler: Headquarters for Gruner & Jahr
Publishers, Hamburg. Interior facade towards public path connecting
harbor-promenade with church'Michel'on the hill. Internalized exterior
displays variations in inhabition of the structure.
Right: Plan, showing present state of completion. Main entrance
marked by tower along public exterior path. In the bottom of the picture,
the elevated path bridges high-traffic harbor thoroughfare.
With the headquarters for Gruner&Jahr Publishers in the harbor-front of Hamburg, the city tried to
hold a provider of thousands of sophisticated urban jobs in the neighborhood, but reorganize and
revitalize the neglected district of great historical significance as well as economic and recreational
potential for the city. The site separates a famous hilltop church from the waterfront featuring an
elevated promenade and mass transit.
The architects have proposed a three-dimensional connection between the elements, a non-
hierarchical crossing of exterior and interior walkways. For the most part they run parallel and offer
an experience of the building's section and a large amount of visual exchange (even though this
media-factory is considered a high security complex with restricted access). The elevated public path
inhabits the structure of the building, and the building system supports and integrates a public
overpass across the busy harbor-front avenue to the transit station and esplanade.
In the new Staatsgalerie in Stuttgart, James Stirling has'popularized'Modem Art by building a public
shortcut right through the central court of the Museum. A controlled architectural promenade, it starts
on the next street up on the hillside, crosses the roof in a protected path, reveals the downtown
Stuttgart valley, then focuses on the courtyard, a'near-miss': -it passes between entrance and the
'eye'of the museum, then terraces down on top of the parking structure towards the other cultural
institutions. The main entrance takes the opposite direction upwards, it has an outlet, that validates
the spaces as somewhat more public.
Both examples make use of sectional differentiation and ambiguity as to where the real public
reference level is located. The floor is suspended and allows for topological moves that enable paths
of different grades of publicity to pass each other without obstruction while allowing forvaried visual
exchange.
We could call architectural strategies like this an 'enlargement of boundaries'.
Geometrically, enlarged boundaries can be viewed as surfaces with three-dimensional qualities.
They are described by chaos theoryas objects of fractional dimension - fractals. Here this abstraction
is only relevant inasmuch as it bears behavioral potential for building.
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Above: James Stirling and Michael Wilford. The new Staatsgalerie in
Stuttgart. Diagram showing public path. Internalized exterior in the
central court or rotunda.
Here the exterior space is consciously designed as aspatial sequence.
The spaces remain separated in section, while they seem to be shared
in plan. In order to get tothe center of the courtyard, users have to leave
it first, enter the museum, and then access the courtyard from the
inside.
Left: View down the public path crossing the project. The path enters
a protected area on the roof from a street above, leads through the
central rotunda along the interior wall, reaches the museum entry, and
winds down across the top of the parking garage.
Architecture has seldom profited from geometrical forms as such, but often from the conscious
understanding and use of their inherent behavioral implications. Some of the potential of fractal
boundaries between public and private has been pointed out above on an institutional scale. They
can facilitate exchange and decrease opaqueness of otherwise foreign elements in an environment
defined by experience of smaller scale.
An important quality of fractal objects is maintaining specific qualities through the transition across
scales; they display non-trivial behavior in this transition (which smooth geometric objects do not) by
maintaining their initial level of complexity. This quality is called self-similarity: objects abstracted on
a larger scale resemble their parts which have been abstracted on a smaller scale. In nature this
quality harmonizes all kinds of living organisms already marked as units by a singular metabolic
system like trees or animals, but also elements and forms evoked by our perception that are lacking
an obvious unifying purpose as 'landscape' or clouds.
If objects that are initially unrelated can form parts of a fractal whole, then fractal behavior must
provide a powerful key to any kind of integrational strategy. If this seems unreasonable because of
the small likelihood of finding qualities that three or more different elements could have in common,
bear in mind that fractality depends on similarity rather than equality; and similarity, as beauty, is in
the eye of the beholder!
One should regard the freedom in any kind of fractal relationship from large to small as a beneficial
factor, since the purpose of these reflections can not be the development of any kind of rigid method
or rule for design.
Chaos has yet to be abused by positivist thinking. The purpose of defining this vocabulary for
architecture lies much more in developing an understanding, or a matrix of terms as an analytical tool
for judgement of coherence and integrative power of designs, that are free to feed from whatever
possible reasonable sources are always available.
A very interesting aspect of the concept of fractal or enlarged boundaries in architecture lies in their
potential to generate transparency. Forone, this notion of transparencycan be verydirect in the way,
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that an enlargement of boundaries on the larger, urban scale through internalization of the exterior
bringsthepublic into places that they couldn't have reached otherwise -these places and theirvicinity
obviously becomes more transparent. It is the kind of transparency that one can achieve with any
kind of opaque surface -by punching a hole in it and peeping through. But it is another kind of
transparency that becomes interesting in the sense of phenomenal transparency in Colin Rowes'
cubist analogy as opposed to factual transparency which can be provided by any old window.
As sizes decrease, a fractal boundary will not necessary be accessible at each and every point in
the literal sense of 'providing a way through'. But with recognizable fractal behavior, the eye will take
the part of accessing the boundary and thus the building. In the most general sense, such access
would facilitate an understanding of what's beyond -transparency in the literal sense of the word -
without actually having to disclose what is really happening.
This aspectof representation is very importantfor the actual implementation in architecture, because
of the reasons mentioned above: some measure of privacy for the workplace, security for secret
tools, working-methods and concepts, and freedom for the public space bordering on the so defined
edge to remain somewhat independent in definition. Mediated transparency can also open up a
range for much mor functional or behavioral richness along the boundary, than literal transparency.
In a later chapter, the Salk Institute will be used for illustrating the potential of this concept.
The choice of the examples above should not mislead to the conclusion that fractal behavior should
be totally or even partially complete as a means for achieving reasonable exchange with an
environment. None of this is implied. As we will see, fractal behavior can also happen on entirely
different layers than the ones discussed so far.
In fact, the chosen examples are somewhat exceptional, as both of them represent cases with
extreme magnets for the pedestrian public involved, offer sectional differentiation as a preestab-
lished site-condition, and are situated in focal areas of the public realm, which allow for a lot of
differentiation.A very important condition for all architectural design, is appropriateness to environ-
mental qualities. It is certainly not advisable to build an enormous amount of public access where it
will not be used.
Enlargement of Boundaries
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Above: Two rhizome plants
Below: Rhizomorphic building structure
Rh izomes
complex systems of linear exchange
Physiologically, object boundaries are the main provider of stimuli for our vision and also very
important for spatial experience. We have taken a look at fractal surface phenomena first, because
they can have direct influence of the performance of architecture towards its environment and
because the exploration of integrating large elements into existing fabrics is the primary goal of this
thesis. It has been noted, that self-similar or complex behavior is not bound to a unifying reason for
this similarity across the scales. However, there are causes for complex behavior that are complex
in themselves. (Nevertheless, complexity can at the same time be produced also by a small number
of simple causes -a mathematical sideline) These causes cannot help but produce fractal systems
and eventually forms. Consciousness of this fact is definetely beneficial.
Circulatory systems in natural and artificial organisms face the same tasks of being unified, reaching
every usable living point of a body and connecting subsystems for metabolism. The principle areas
of exchange for instance, human lungs are convoluted areas of spatially tight-packed branched
linear systems and exchange takes place along the enormous boundary that is formed by
subsequent bifurcation and juxtaposition of basic tubes. Theoretically, most of these 'traders' could
be separated into an alternating set of straight two-dimensional planes, each of which would display
a diverging and reconverging pattern analogous to trees.
They can be viewed as fractal objects of a dimension smaller than two and larger than one, for even
though locally linear, they'fill the page'. (Subsequent folding of the page however, does not increase
the theoretical dimension of these objects).
While natural systems such as trees (with their branched structure in whole or on the individual
leaves) that exchange oxygen, carbon-dioxide and ultraviolet light with their environment are
geometrically complex, man-made machines as for instance electrical transformers, heaters,
harbors, train-stations or bus-depots, computer chips, warehouses, assembly-lines and schools can
often easily be abstracted by locally non-complex rectangular models. They all share an element of
fractal behavior in circulation.
Rhizomes
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1: Understanding this as the most important quality for a factory goes
back toa discussion with Fernando Domeyko and acomment of his with
reference to the Hospital of Venice project byLe Corbusier. The project
makes explicit reference to the elements of the city of Venice in the
upper floor, which is used for the recovery of patients. Pedestrian
access is described as a system of streets and places. Directly
underneath, the hospital strictly follows the rules of efficiency and even
offers a secondary system of pedestrian access to serve the technical
installatons and free the upper floor from'technical'traffic. The hospital
is a machine for performing medicine and a city for recovery.
The hospital project is described by Wolfram Fuchs in H VEN LC (R.
Wischer, ed.) as rhizomorphic with reference to the use of the term by
Deleuze and Guattari.
Obviously, a factory (a very complex machine) is a prototype of such exchange: people, traffic,
energy, information, tools, raw materials, air, water, fuels, etc. all form subsystems a the stream of
substance passing through.
Now, thinking about all these subsystems and their specific organization as an exercise in planning
complexity is not very helpful. Moreover, the constraints for these cycles are somewhat intuitive, or
at least visible in precedents, and for an industry, no reasonable investor would rely on complete
reinvention, no matter how good the idea. The planning of industries is very much a matter of
transformation, of strategies and the evolution of systems. But the terminology might be useful togain
a clearer view on precedents, and especially to judge the range of available metabolic analogies
architecturally and see their specific implications for flexibility and growth or differentiation of
elements and subsystems. It might help to find precedents for initial value judgements and how to
implement them.
For the juxtaposition of systems as differentiated as those mentioned above, it seems obvious, that
they should not follow a single pattem. It is simply not right to have the same paths for materials and
pedestrians (overall, that is). Therefore, it might be advisable to find natural precedents that are not
as hierarchical or focal as the tree-like, binary fractal structures introduced above, but more informal
orflexible, yet still compatiblewith the firstforthe sake of possible exchange. If the like could be found,
they would be relieved from the control of any overall system (which probably will occur nevertheless,
if on another layer, in a coordinated effort as disciplined as a factory), and they could be associated
and connected following the specific needs of whatever defines their nature.
For the factory based on human labor this would then allow for the most essential quality: to be a
machine and a city at the same time'
In 'A Thousand Plateaus' Gilles Deleuze and Felix Guattari differentiate between systems of
organization and thought, and they establish binary systems as being of inherent control:
"The tree is already the image of the world, or the root the image of the world-tree.[...] The law is [.1
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the law of reflection, the One that becomes two."
"The radicle system, or fascicular root is the second figure [...] This time, the principle root has
aborted, or its tip has been destroyed; an immediate, indefinite multiplicity of secondary roots graft
onto it and undergoes aflourishing development. This time, natural reality is what aborts the principal
root, but the root's unity subsists, as past or yet to come, as possible."
Postulating the multiple, they suggest the rhizome:
"The multiple must be made. Not by always adding a higher dimension, but rather in the simplest of
ways, by dint of sobriety, with the number of dimensions one already has available - always n -1
(the only way the one belongs to the multiple: always subtracted) Subtract the unique from the
multiplicity to be constituted; write at n-1 dimensions. A system of this kind could be called a rhizome.
A rhizome as subterranean stem is absolutely different from roots and radicles. Bulbs and tubers are
rhizomes. Plants with roots or radicles might be rhizomorphic in other respects altogether the
question is whether plant life in its specificity is not entirely rhizomatic. Even some animals are, in
their pack form. Rats are rhizomes. Burrows are too, in all of their functions of shelter, supply,
movement, evasion, and breakout. The rhizome itself assumes very diverse forms, from ramified
surface extension in all directions to concretion into bulbs and tubers. When rats swarm over each
other. The rhizome includes the best and the worst, potato and couchgrass, orthe weed. Animal and
plant, couchgrass is crabgrass."
...and explain:
"1 and 2. Principles of connection and heterogeneity: any point of a rhizome can be connected to
anything other, and must be. This is very different from a tree or a root, which plots a point, fixes an
order..."
"3. Principle of multiplicity: it is only, when the multiple is treated as a substantive 'multiplicity', that
it ceases to have any relationship to the One as subject or object, natural or spiritual reality, image
and world..."
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"4. Principle of asignifying rupture: against the oversignifying breaks separating structures or cutting
across a single structure. A rhizome may be broken, shattered at a given spot, but will start up again
on one of it's old lines, or on new lines. You can never get rid of ants because they form an animal
rhizome that can rebound time and again after most of it has been destroyed..."
"5 and 6. Principle of Cartography and decalcomania a rhizome is not amenable to any structural or
generative model..."
Deleuze/Guattari: A Thousand Plateaus, ... pp.5-12
Rhizomes could be seen as a possible way of differentiating human access from material circulation
while it would still display the necessary complexity. Access as a multiplicity of rhizomes, which can
function independently or in total, could allow for variations and differentiated interpretation, and
avoid imposing a hierarchical order onto an architectural project. A loose connection of rhizomes
could be enlarged without generating the notion of periphery, just in the way plant rhizomes spread
out.
Rhizomes
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Middle Hierarchies
fractal aspects of recent industrial reform
Industry is changing again. Here is a short look back: Soon after the first steam-engines were built,
they started the industrial revolution by creating the possibility to build the first artificially powered
machines and make manufacturing independent of natural occurence of power, that had been until
then only usable locally and direct (water power). The new factories generally consisted of large
numbers of machines for simple tasks lined up in rows along elevated axels, which were propelled
by an enormous steam engine continuosly running at constant pace and driving several rows of
machines via long belts, often transmitting power across articulated chains of transmission over
twenty meters or more.
The engine was key, and while the pace that it dictated and the numbers of workplaces it could serve
simultaneously, combined with the physical conditions brought by the unheard of massing of people,
uprooted society, the scale of the new enterprises built around them has also fundamentally altered
architecture. Locomotion and steamboats for mass-transportation of goods and persons did the rest
to change scale and use of landscape and city. The key industries of the first machine age were the
textile industry, steel processing, and the production of large machines. Whenever products were
large enough to impose constraints on production, the plant layout tended to be linear with a clear
entrance and exit.
The beginning of the second machine age is defined by a similar invention: new engine concepts
basically independent of specific size-constraints for efficiency: gasoline-fueled for transportation
and electrical engines for industry. Both of the new concepts came in a wide range of sizes (they
range from a Diesel steamboat engine to auxiliary two-stroke bicycle motors and from the electrical
locomotion engine to its functional toy scale models). Whereas the old engines had to be accessible
for constant coal (steam??) delivery and their position, service, size and number determined the
structureof the factory as a wholeas much as othermaterial constraints, the new machines liberated
the layout of production, since power output became more flexible.
Middle Hierarchies
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Working time could be differentiated according to specific idle-time restrictions of individual
machines as opposed to the whole system. Most important, the dangerous belt drives vanished,
which had been hindering circulation everywhere and had previously turned the factory-floor into a
vicious maze of moving parts and this opened a door for entirely new considerations in factory
planning. Concentration in vertically organized multi-story buildings was generally given up for
spread-out connected horizontal sheds day-lighted from above, thus giving account to the flexibility
of process that was now possible through the independent new machines. The most important
product became the newly invented automobile. The moving (diss-)assembly line introduced by
Chicago meat packing plants around the turn, was perfected by Henry Ford for the production of the
low-key Model T in Highland Park in 1910.
While at first set up in a four story concrete frame building, with parts assembled in the upper floors
moved to their spot by gravity, a power driven mechanical assembly line was introduced in 1913 and
production moved into horizontal sheds'. Taylorism and mass-production spreads into all sectors
of industry in America and Europe and the concrete skeleton with light facade as well as the light-
1: Kurt Ackermann, ndustriebau. p 4 -49. roofed system of connected sheds which architecturally stand also for singular solutions of the two
Problems of day-lighting and ventilation are further developed.
The quest for physiologically bearable working conditions lead to the rationalization of these two
aspects and eventually to excellent hybrid concepts (A. Kahn, E. Mendelssohn, T. Gamier). These
concepts also represent an effort to maintain some of the cultural concerns often implemented into
the vertical production halls used for the production of large machinery as 'cathedrals of labor' (P.
Behrens, Turbinenhalle) while building rational at the same time. With Mass-production still
governing much of production, the two extremes still define the range of the field of industrial building.
But pure Ford-style mass-production no longer represents the standard of industry. The defining
elements of the industrial environment, such as technological and logistical paradigms as well as
local social conditions and global market structure, have changed so dramatically, that it seems
unbelievable, that an overcome idea like mass-production would still work, let-alone set standards
of efficiency.
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2: James P. Womack, The Machine that changed the World. Study of the
MIT International Mototr Vehicle Progra, 1990.
And indeed, taking a closer look at the literature, much is thought about the implications of those
recent changes, and a view on innovative product-families, namely those of successful Asian
companies reveals that Industry in fact has moved away considerably from traditional mass
production.
But what are the changes: First, obviously, treatmentof information has become much more efficient
and flexible through electronic devices. Logistics have changed more over the last thirty years, than
the whole rest of the industrial era. Second, machines have gotten smaller still: For many industries,
they are in now in the microscopic range, and environmental restrictions like dust-freeness of sterility
in production often outweigh more human-scale restrictions of circulation.
Third, automation has raised considerably the average level of sophistication in factory jobs. Blue-
collar workers will probably not be the emblem of factories of the future.
Fourth, key industries have diversified: electronic media, pharmaceutical, biotechnology, and others
are rising while the production of automobiles is (at least temporarily) stagnant if not in decline.
Still, in the production of cars, changes read best:
The Japanese system of lean-production does away with many central elements of mass-
production, such as stockpiling materials in plants, by the famous just-in-time system of supply,
based on cooperative relations between assembler and supplier. The plant-compartmentalization
and extreme specialization of workers generally found in western mass-production is avoided by
continuously rotating engineers and workers alike through different stations in the process enabling
them to think of their work in relation to the process as a whole.
Assembly-lines are set up considerably ighter in terms of less slack but more real flexibility of process. Runs
of the same product can be factors shorter than in the west while still being efficient, because the system is
set up for constant adaptatioin of models to changes in customer demand. Mistakes are avoided through a
work-force thoroughly motivated to participate in continuous innovation of the process, rather than accepting
mistakes temporarily for thesakeof avoiding disturbances, and having them fixing them later bydifferent units.
Most importantly though, the fact that responsibility is shared by the complete work-force as opposed to
implemented in a steep pyramid or tree-structure, makes Japanese industry so efficient.2.
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One would expect these changes to find direct architectural materialization in the respective
factories, unfortunately though, to this date no material could be found. Probably as the experience
must be more communal than in their western counterparts, the factories will show less indifference
towards the working environment in total and provide more opportunity for communication across the
total plant or corporation. Temporary work teams will certainly be needed to achieve the complex
adaptation to the differentiated processes, but they will probably be implemented architecturally with
less particularity than in the west.
But these are speculations. Since Japan is obviously bringing forth some of the most radical
innovations in manufacturing it would be very interesting for a future project to explore modern
industrial architecture in Japan and analyze it with regard to its structural differences to the west.
In Europe, innovations have for a long period been channeled into the endeavor to build the
completely robotized factory and get rid of the'problemof industrial labor' altogether. Automation was
overemphasized for a very long time by science- fiction paradigms. Needless to say, this project is
history now after the general demise of techno-scientific positivism. It seems that Europe has always
been more reluctant to consciously implementing large scale innovations into the industrial process.
Rather than fundamental change, which has always been introduced from the outside lately,
European industry has changed only incrementally or radically only as a result of massive societal
pressure.
One reason for this might be given by the focus on long-term product planning and the bigger social
commitments of the state and industry to a rather traditionalist work-force. A famous example of both
gradual implementation of radical change and massive pressure onto industry by a political system
is given with Sweden's reform industry, comered by the welfare state. In Sweden's social democracy,
itis hardto motivate workers for doing factory work, because the gap between unemployment money
and salaries for the highly taxed Swedish jobs is not significant. This fact has been giving constant
support to a specific strain of reformism in the Swedish economy: socio-technology (or socio-
engineering as K. Frampton terms it in an article on Volvo in Lotus 12).
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Innovative teams of engineers in cooperation with research groups from state universities set up
processes focused on relieving workers of specific strains that traditionally are associated with heavy
industrial work. Inventions like mobile computer controlled adjustable working platforms for
automobile bodies in assembly or powerful artificial arms which can adjust the position of engines
while they are being worked have to be seen together with the postulate for workplace rotation and
'identity'. Teamwork is implemented in very rational but slightly abstract nordic spirit.
Each of these innovations is of immediate benefit for the individual worker and taken together as a
process they change entirely the face of mass-production: considerable responsibility is transferred
down to the level of production teams, the members of which cooperate in substantially longer work
cycles. Individual tasks are more complex than in traditional industries along the lines of more
complete division of labor. Mistakes can be corrected by the same people that have created them,
thereby alleviating frustrations and generating an incentive to correct them on the spot or, if systemic,
to find means to avoid them. The Swedish firms working with this approach, all make an effort to
underline the establishment of groups and teams architecturally by associating support areas directly
to the team work-areas.
The approach has been termed 'neo-craftsmanship' because the transfer of decision-making and
work-load responsibilities to the individual team in some cases can transforms a factory into
3: Swedish Council for Building Research, When People matter; conglomeration of well-connected craftsman workshops sharing industrial deliveries and storage.3
Kenneth Frampton:l caso volvo in Lotus 12; Christian Berggren, Von (The traditional integration of home and shop seems to be gone for good, the conglomeration still an
Ford zu Volvo. institution, even though this might become ambiguous).
In Germany, apart from the large scale corporations which operate more or less in intemational style
as far as management is concerned, industry is largely defined by small companies of Mittelstand"-
entrepreneurs, who run their companies on a very high technological level while at the same time
very conservative with management innovations. Often, they cling to a craftsmanship ideal of plant-
organization, where qualification has to be formally acquired through the state administered system
of apprenticeship, usually in only one craft, and while workers tend to be-well educated for a specific
group of tasks, they generally expect to work in their field for life, which makes it hard to change the
industrial processes.
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In many plants of this category, production is still set up in craft-specific shops and products move
continuously between the shops for altemating tooling. In a recent publication, Uwe Theerkorn
argues for 'dualistic concepts' by changing these processes into 'production islands' geared to a
specific larger meaningful vertical unit of the process to straighten out material circulation and to
connect labor in a more meaningful way to the production of something visible. Obviously, given the
resistance to change in the structure of the educational system, to work successfully, these islands
call for the same kind of architectural emphasis as implemented in the Swedish examples above.
A publication by Hans-Jurgen Wamecke, director of the Fraunhofer-Institute for Manufacturing
Technology and Automation in Stuttgart, postulates the'fractal factory'. He describes the concept as
factories as complex organisms that are self- similar in the sense that every part shares a piece of
responsibility for the whole, but is at the same time an independent meaningful industrial unit, that
can engage in business-relations of it's own with partners in- and outside of the factory-proper.
Contrary to the name of the institute, the book is fundamentally based on human interaction. When
commenting on the Japanese approach of 'bionic manufacturing 'which follows total separation of
industrial modules served by common infrastructures he points out:
'This idea should be judged sceptically. A factory can not an be divided up at random like an amoeba
and live on. Preferably it should be compared to the highly-ordered living organisms, which cannot
act meaningful without active guidance through brain-functions..."(Wamecke, p.180)
He defines the characteristic principles of the fractal factory as "self-organization, self-similar goal-
sets, transparency of processes, motivation as central reason for action, cooperation, naturally
implemented quality-consciousness, absence of boundaries for competition along the perimeter of
the enterprise'.
These shortcut quotes are not meant to scare the reader. It is not necessary to understand the
concepts in detail for understanding the architectural implications. But it is striking to see, that all
newer reform-concepts call for differentiation of authority and responsibility. They all argue for
meaningful manufacturing units, that can cut overall need for 'artificial' logistic and follow more
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evolutionary paths in long-time perspective. These units could navigate through short term decisions
rather than requiring remote control from central management. In a way, breaking up authority of
central management represents the fractal core of the innovation. The proposed structure could be
called 'middle hierarchies' because, the results of this kind of reform are still hierarchical and
organized.
For the purpose of this thesis, is also remarkable, that the last strategy, once chaos-terminology is
introduced, immediately views the factory as related to the overall market similarly to the relation of
it's parts to the whole.
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Left: Ground floor plan. The central storage buffer is enveloped by a
hexagonal assembly circuit.The hexagon to the right accomodates
material in and output. Note the team areas on the corners.
Volvo Kalmar, Sweden
automobile assembly in teams
Built in 1974, the Kalmar plant was the first automobile factory to break up the rigidity of the traditional
assembly line. Here computer-controlled carriers move finished bodies from one workstation to
another following a magnetic line in the floor, and parts are added by small teams of workers.
Frequent buffers guarantee flexible working speed and potential for work-load variation as well as
for on-line corrections. The production cycle is wrapped around a central storage hall on two levels
of each approximately seven meters height.
This factory may serve as an example for the investigation of this thesis for many reasons: First,
intermediary levels of responsibility exist in production. How does architecture react to this
differentiationof hierarchy? Second, the meansof implementing flexibility are technological in nature
and movement inside the plantis driven by material circulation. Does the resolution of some negative
impacts of Henry Ford's assembly-line suffice to make production more humane? Third, the
assembly plant makes a self-conscious architectural statement, its inner organization becomes
legible from the exterior what are the architectural means to address the environment of the factory,
and are they successful in integrating work into the larger context of life?
Functional Organization
Organizationally, the scheme is resolved in an elegant way with a simple hexagonal geometry for the
two primary cycles. This allows for a continuous flux of material while the linear team areas are
defined by slight angles on either end generating the respective social areas in pairs along the
perimeter.
While assemblage is spread overa cloverleaf of three, a fourth single- story hexagon holds a covered
loading dock. It can be serviced by trucks or via forklifts by train. Finished bodies from another plant
as well as motors, transmissions and smaller parts are fed into the system parallely. Smaller parts
move to the central storage/distribution unit directly, while traction elements and bodies enter buffers
Volvo Kalmar, Sweden
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Above: work on tilted body onmobile carrier.
Left: Organogram for the Kalmar assembly plant. Materials enter in the
loadingdocks atthelower right. Bodies are placedoncarriers, prepared
and sent to the upper level. They complete the upper cycle of light
assemblagethroughdocksand buffers, then theyare moveddownwards,
married to the chassis, and heavy assembly takes place in the lower
cycle. They leave the plant next to their point of entry. Carriers directly
reenter the cycle.
in the lower or the first floor respectively. On the upper level of the primary cycle the elements of the
interior are assembled while the chassis is equipped with motor, transmission, mufflers and axles
in a secondary cycle on the first floor. The body is'married'to the chassis on its way down, and after
some welding, finish-work and checks the car is released next to its point of entry, so that the carrier
can reenter the cycle.
Two different ways of assembly are used relative to specific tasks. Straight-assembly with carriers
and workers moving slowly along a line (as opposed to traditional lines, here no walking is necessary
-workers can ride the carriers). The other type is dock-assembly, where cars are 'parked' off the
side of the main route and work can be performed stationarily while there is a possibility of faster
cars overtaking slower ones, which allows forvariations in the organization of group-work over time.
A solitary building, the assembly complex occupies only a fraction of the vast site. The rest is
covered by employee parking lots, a test-track, a small energy-center, a rail yard, open storage
areas and a large lot for storage of finished cars.
Social Structure
The Factory started out with about 500 employees to grow to 1100 blue-collar workers and 100
salaried employees in 1984. In the original scheme, work was carried out in 26 teams of 15 to 20
workers each. Each team-area includes 4-5 assembly stations, some pre-assembly, control- and
adjustment-stations, as well as a buffer for four or more carriers. When work is done after usually
3-4 minutes in one station, the carrier automatically moves on to the next. With buffer-time included,
working cycles of up to 40 minutes are possible. At present, teams average between 40 and 50
workers, lead by a foreman representing the lowest level of decision-making in the plant. In the
Kalmar factory, democracy is still fiction. The teams have no authority to make decisions.
However, an effort has been made to break down the institutional functions to team-size elements.
Every team has lockers and showers directly adjacent to its work-area, combined with break spaces,
kitchen, cafes and vertical circulation. Originally, these social areas were meant to be served by
individual entrances addressing the exterior parking lot to minimize interior circulation.
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In general, workers have the possibility to change assembly jobs frequently to obtain a more general
understanding of the whole process. Due to the high-level of stress and repetition, finally all of the
workers shift from assembly to more varied jobs in other parts of the plant.
Technology
Two kinds of carriers serve as working platforms for assembly. For the assembly of the chassis one
can be adjusted in height and tilted for easier work on the bottom of the car. The carriers are
computer-controlled and follow a magnetic line cut into the factory floors.
The central storage area is served by high-reaching fork-lift trucks which deposit parts onto the
interior of the assembly cycle or onto the elevators located at the inside comers of the upper cycle.
Architecture
The building is based on a steel construction system in the module of 12,50m spanning 20m and a
facade system of 6,25m prefabricated elements. The 40m double-height inner storage area is
spanned by steel trusses which are supported by central columns. All accessory installations,
kitchens, bathrooms, showers are concentrated in the team areas along the perimeter outside of the
primary structure. These areas are of half the height of the production halls, and they are connected
vertically as three groups of two. Every team of the upper cycle is also connected to the respective
lower area by stairs along the inner wall.
Even though the layout of the factory is remarkably clear, not very much of its architectural potential
has actually been realized. The central storage area is not visually connected to the two story
assembly area along the perimeter. The design is generated by movement of materials but
pedestrian movement happens accidentally within the slack or along the material corridors.
In section, the work level is not sufficiently differentiated from that of the landscape and the entrances
lack transitional zones.Where the opportunity for a shortcut between the primary cycles is used for
storage of doors upstairs and return of carriers downstairs, there is no pedestrian connection
between the closer points along the hexagonal path. While of functional advantage it could also have
Left: Organogram Kalmar assembly lower floor. Volvo Kalmar, Sweden
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Left: Organogramm Kalmar assembly upper floor. provided workers with an opportunity of getting out from the edge which is completely defined by
work. The break-spaces cannot provide architectural relief from this situation either. They are either
grouped around the outside or tucked into the inside comers, following the primary structure and
enclosure in geometry and material, thus they are topologically only an extension of the linear work-
spaces and the building edge.
This way workers are trapped in a long narrow strip between a continuous wall separating them from
a large undifferentiated space and a thin brick wall with two strips of horizontal windows, which are
not sufficient to connect them to the vast landscape beyond. With the undulations of the hexagonal
form, the experience is likely to be that of a maze. While the break-spaces give some level of identity
to the teams and to relate them in pairs, in the larger picture this sense of identity is lost for anyone
other than aircraft pilots!
Growth
The steadily growing numberof automobile parts to be assembled per car forced the plant to expand
in 1986/87. A fifth hexagon was added sharing two edges with the existing plant. The addition has
no direct contact to the storage unit and is completely filled with straight- and dock work-stations and
buff er areas. Some of the finish and control-work that are not directly depending on a close proximity
to material distribution have been set up here in a slightly more compact way.
A separate staff building containing a canteen, rooms for employee-training, as well as educational
and recreational facilities, was also built. Itis connected to the main building with an enclosed bridge.
Material input and output stations were significantly enlarged. Today, both have grown beyond the
boundaries of the general layout.
Conclusion
The Kalmar assembly plant scheme is a remarkable step in the direction of a more specifically
differentiated industrial work-space. It is govemed by the search for providing quantifiable improve-
ments to the traditional assembly-line. Its main success lies in an increase in the length of work-
cycles, flexibility in work-organization and efficiency of material distribution, day-lighting and
ventilation.
Volvo Kalmar, Sweden
Above: Assembly work in the upper floor work cycle.
Right: Three stages of evolution inthe assembly processatVolvo. 1.Torslanda2. Kalmar3. Uddevalla. Note thatthe lastinstance isafractal arrangement: A series ofthreefold cloverleafsis
connected on the tips of the leaves. Here all responsibility for their work is with the assembly teams operating in the small-scale leaves one each. The large building (missing one leaf)
represents the kitting and storage building, which serves the workshops.
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On the other hand, representing a technological approach to a human and, therefore cultural
question, Kalmar remains a failure in the more complex issues it addresses relating to positioning
industrial labor in a meaningful way to an overall context of life. Intermediate hierarchies are
established, but they remain sketchy and without real 'political' significance. Their architectural
complement, the dipole of work-area and break-space lacks architectural articulation in the
horizontal as well as topological differentiation. As an institution the factory as a whole lacks
comprehensibility, because neither pedestrian circulation and recreation nor representation of the
total work-force are addressed on this level.
The building remains alien to its site. This factory represents a very interesting and explicit case of
socio-engineering, but since the means that are used to improve the attractiveness of the workplace
remain to be such literal problem-solving tools and no unifying vision is developed for a mixed
environment of people and machines, humans are left wondering on the side. People cannot be
treated the same as materials and machines! As a totality, therefore, the Kalmar plant can not be
regarded as fractal though it is highly differentiated on a level that is often missing altogether in
conventional factories. Rather than being self-similar by meaningful relations of larger to smaller
spaces responding to human association on various levels, it appears fractured, a piece of
machinery, dropped carelessly in the countryside.
Evolution
The newest result of the constant discussions at Volvo about a possible reorganization of assembly
work is the new assembly plant at Uddevalla, Sweden. Here intermediary levels of responsibility are
implemented even further than in Kalmar. Groups assemble whole cars, and the assembly line has
vanished altogether. This example has become famous for the concept of 'neo-craftsmanship'.
Clover-leafs of three production workshops (72mx54m) employing roughly 100 persons are placed
around two central test-spaces. On their fourth side, they are connected to a central materials
workshop a cropped clover leaf of L-shape itself. In place of the platform carriers in the Kalmar
concept, 'kit-carts' are used for transporting motor, axle, exhaust system, seats, instrumentation.
They again are automated and computer-steered.
Volvo Kalmar, Sweden
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1: Topoi are the elements of Topos research, a methodology in
arhcitectural history and interpretation derived from literary theory.
A Topos stands for a culturally well establishedfigure of architectural
expression or perception. In a way it is a preconfigured architectural
unit of meaning. The termhas been introduced by Jan Pieper, Berlin
and it is derived from Ernst Robert Curtius.
Left: pedestrian level platof the Melsungen factory.
Right: View fromunderneath the pedestrian bridge.
Braun Melsungen
a factory for medical appliances near Kassel, Germany.
For the last one hundred years, the Braun corporation has been providing medical equipment from
various production sites scattered around the medieval town of Melsungen. The new manufacturing
complex, just finished in the summer of 1992, represents the first step towards concentrating most
of the company's operations on a single site in an industrial development outside of Melsungen. With
only a fraction of the full plan realized, the project can already be read in total. The three main
programmatic elements claim the entire available land by naming and occupying topoil of distinct
location and quality in pivotal position on the site. Hilltop, slope and valley correspond to corporate
headquarters, manufacturing and a very large central distribution unit which processes the output
of all Braun plants in the vicinity. A luxurious pedestrian spine connects and organizes the parts. It
will also play a specific role in facilitating controlled growth over the next decade.
This factory addresses cultural, functional and technological issues alike. In its overall architectural
coherence, it represents a fundamental approach to the problem of defining work as an integral part
of life. In sharp contrast to the usual argumentforleast possible constraints, Braun Melsungen clearly
represents a positive attitude towards 'building in the green fields'. Here, natural topography is
consciously transformed to reconnect the working man to his general condition.
The design partof this thesis considers industrial work a natural part of urban life. Hopefully, Stirling's
strategical claim of the landscape can be taken as a reference for transforming a highly constrained
urban situation through reevaluation from an equally 'opportunist'2 point of view.
Some fundamental questions emerged in the design process of Stirling's project: Can the inevitable
process of growth be tumed into a beneficial force over time and the usual carcinogenic decline of
order and efficiency that goes with it be avoided in a planned 'living organism'? How can movement
of materials and people be coordinated? What govems the layout of interfaces and boundaries for
their exchange? In what way can the formal and symbolic reference material of the surrounding
landscape be used for integrating the design into a larger context? What are the spatial positions of
work and recreation over the course of the day; how are they related?
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Siting
As mentioned above, the design of this factory is governed by very explicit reactions to specific local
conditions ata range of different scales. Let us take a look at the geographical situation first. The city
had designated for industrial development an area of pristine meadows along the Pfieffe creek, the
Pfieffewiesen, a little upstream from where it joins the Fulda river. The landscape in this part of
Hessen features rolling hills with settlements and agriculture along the valleys and generally forested
J A heights. A very gentle setting, it nonetheless displays many infrastructural incisions which, due to
sectional richness become visible usually from middle distances as one is moving along.
The site purchased by the Braun corporation is prototypical. Located on the south-western comer
pi Zft of the Pfieffe estuary it occupies a miniature 'valley'with an exposed hill on one and a mountain slope
on the other side. It offers views onto and is highly visible from both larger valleys. It borders on a
J federal thoroughfare in the east, railway-tracks in the south and an industrial neighbor in the north.
On its open flank towards the west, an'entrance'to the Fulda-valley is visually demarcated by a new
bridge for high-speed trains.MIR...A I
The first design move, a dam across the valley, forces traffic to split and occupy the outer banks of) -the established reservoir. Below the dam, vehicular access spans up a zone occupied entirely by
supportive machinery, namely bulky storage and distribution buildings, before the threads meet
i ~ again and exit the site towards the east.
In section, the factory is defined by an element of similar dimension and importance: a timber
pedestrian bridge supported laterally by the concrete wall built on top of the dam. The bridge offers
an architectural promenade of the 'ideal landscape' while establishing a reference level for
pedestrian movement continuously above-ground and unobstructed by vehicular circulation.
Left: Sections Functional Organization
Right: Site plan. Shows elements of the natural topography. For the sake of explaining the complex organization of the plant, let us begin with understanding afunctional abstraction of eachof thethree main systems of circulation, before going into'architecture'
2: Opportunism is used here in the sense established by P. H. in more detail.
Papazians in Principles, Opportunism and Seeing in Design. The term
is going to be explained in this text a little further down.
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Left Diagram of different means of vehicular circulation: railroad,
trucks, cars, vip drop-off. Cross-hatched areas are exchange zones for
people and materials.
Above: View onto the shipping area from north-east.
Vehicular Access
As mentioned above, the site is bounded by an industrial rail in the south, and the B93 federal road
passing the site from southeast to northwest. On the eastern edge the tracks branch off in a wide
curve to serve the neighboring factory in the north. Stirling extends the tracks tangentially from the
curve into the site and establishes an order of two infrastructural diagonals to the main architectural
directions ('valley'and'dam'), that eventually reinforce the split in the primary circulatory system. (it
is interesting that the minimal curve radius of the railroad is about equal to the chosen'curve radius'
of the meandering 'country road').
While the splitis a direct result of the deliberate positioning of dam and reservoir, it is achieved locally
by two guard houses marking the bifurcation points in the open territory, one of which then factually
acts as a divider for secondary differentiation. (The southern entry pavilion splits staff parking and
VIP drop-off by means of an artificial creek and sectional profile). With the general layout and its
relation to the larger-scale infrastructure elements established, we may now explore the secondary
level of differentiation and follow various individual paths starting at the entrance pavilion.
Deliveries
The largestfactorof exchange and therefore for circulation in this complex are trucks which distribute
individually commissioned shipments of plastic medical equipment to European hospitals. While
tracks and docks for the rail-connection have not yet been completed, trucks pass the guard-house
in a straightline all the waydown a'corridorof exchange'between production and distribution to enter
a wide curved open space serving the elliptical shipping area. After backing into a dock, loading and
completing the paperwork in a little booth at the tip of the ellipse, Truck- drivers can either head back
or exit towards the northeast.
The Truck route provides informal turntables (roundabouts) between the different zones of exchange
along its course to accommodate for a number of other delivery jobs which do not necessarily have
go all the way. Trucks that feed in products from other Braun manufacturing sites unload at the
distribution side of the 'corridor'. Raw-material (polyethylene granulate) transports unload directly
into cylindrical elevators (silos) built into the facade of the production building. Heavy machinery is
Braun Melsungen
Above: View down the material corridor from southwest. In the righttheproduction building with bridge to cafeteria.
Top right: The storage administration building.
Middle right: The southwestern facade with pedestrian bridge
Bottom right: Inside view of the concrete cylinders of the parking garage
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brought to production via a ramp underneath the bridge for material and pedestrian circulation, while
fuel is pumped at the energy-center on the distribution side, directly behind the bridge.
The primary truck route is also used for lighter human-related deliveries on the landscaped side
before the bridge, there is a loading ramp for the cafeteria and a series of bus stops directly at the
cafeteria, which marks the central node in the pedestrian circulation system. (This follows the division
in front and back at project size. As one can see, multidimensional fields of differentiation are being
established.) Lighter van-deliveries can also be made via a small access road from the eastern entry
to the corporate headquarters.
Once the railway tracks are completed, a second 'corridor'or zone of exchange will be established
exactly symmetrically on the other side of the extemal-production-input terminal.
Personalized Access
If not bussed from Melsungen, staff enters the complex by car. (It is interesting to note that, with such
an explicit project, attempting to architecturally define every single possibility of arrival, in this case
it becomes obvious, that apparently today there is not any more a decent way of arriving as a
pedestrian proper to a factory in an industrial development.)
After leaving B93, workers and personnel loop off to the right to cross the truck-access perpendicu-
lary to the left. While temporary visitors park their cars and negotiate with the guard for entry,
employees with proper identification drive slowly past a wooden door implanted in a notorious
diagonal into the glass facade of the pavilion (open and occupied by the guard during rush hours).
The road winds through a landscaped entry zone, passes headquarters in a 'near miss' and
punctures the wall. Then it enters the parking garage through one of two concrete cylinders
containing helicoidal ramps. The garage represents the everyday interchange to the pedestrian
spine. (The parking garage in itself represents an industrial loading dock for manpower, tucked
between four backsides of sheet-metal and concrete).
Yet another entrance and the only one that somewhat conveys the conventional idea of 'entrance
for people'is provided and reserved for VIPs.
The executive lane winds to Headquarters parallely to but separated from the workers entry by an
artificial creek and bridges it shortly before the wall. The pedestrian entry following the suspended
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VIP-drop-off-tray in some way misses headquarters again through an ambiguous portico, and even
VIPs can so be left wondering about how to get into the empty lobby with fishbowl windows
underneath the administration building.
Material Circulation
The overall layout of material processing in Melsungen could be described as a'bundle'of initially
independent product lines following a basically linear path which are then mechanically merged into
a completely customized end-product: the commissioned order for pharmacies or hospitals. While
there is no real assembly-step involved, vertical integration in program, logistic and form suggests
that Braun Melsungen is one factory, even though it is temporarily spread across a number of sites.
The relationship between production and distribution is two-sided. There is no stockpiling of
products. Everything is monitored and controlled by computerand the production of each item is only
commanded when demand is known.3(footnote: Architecture Today, Robert Maxwell, etc.) Following
this notion, the factory features a bulky 'mid-line buffer', responding to basic rules of efficiency - in
production for a potential just-in-time supplier system in the medical industry. (Stirling on logistics:
Brain of the Dinosaur).
The sterile part of production is located in the long hangar-like building. Granulated plastic is pumped
from the cylindrical vats in the facade into the second floor (pedestrian bridge level), where higher-
mechanized preparatory tasks are performed. Then it is elevated to the main production level in the
shafts of the hollow columns of the primary structure. Most of the staff is concentrated here enjoying
an open view of the landscape while working in parallel production cycles lined up over a column-
free air-sealed space of 32m depth. The finished syringes, tubes, catheters, etc. are then moved
down one level, to be packaged and shipped onto computer-controlled robot carts which pass
through an air-lock and move on towards commissioning.
Left: Entrance and exit of the parking garage Mechanical Distribution
Top right: Formalentrance toheadquarters. Porticoisopen to the side. The robot carts move through a horizontal concrete shaft propped up two stories which connects
Bottom right: Two bridges, two underpasses. Personalized traffic sterile production and mechanical distribution. This shaft represents an industrial archetype, though
crossing wall for parking. Above the VIP drop-off. here domesticated by several measures: It gives a physical reason for a coherent continuation of the
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Left: A functional diagram of the various levels of production. Materials
enter the vats at ground-level, robot carts leave production in the
second level.
Top right: Volumetric distribution of production and human support.
Bottom right The more intimate and private back of the productio.
... . .
3. and 4.: Robert Maxwell in Architecture Today 30, 1992
pedestrian access supported by'dam'and'wall'in two directions, providing a bridge and a functional
spine for the whole project. Clearly the pedestrian access is inhabiting the structure of the shaft -it
is not material circulation built on top of pedestrian access! Second, it does not house a conveyor
belt but rather friendly industrial creatures instead. When meeting an obstacle or person they
patiently wait until their path is free again.'
The carts also provide some material preparation for the almost entirely mechanized areas in the
distribution center.
Aftertuming thecomerto the ratherprosaic service zone forboth storage-bufferand commissioning
system, the robot carts discharge into a standard computer-controlled high-shelving storage area.
Units of packaged products piled-up on a standard palette (1,00m x 1,20m) can instantly access any
point of the enormous 200000 ml volume through linear conveyor belts combined with swift-moving
robot elevator-towers mounted between tracks on floor and ceiling. An independent second
conveyor-belt one floor below brings palettes back into the service area where they are disas-
sembled and fed onto smaller belts transferring standard packs and loose products in small standard
containers into the commissioning system on the other side.
The commissioning-racks resemble giant vending-machines accessible from either side, with
products of one sort piled in their respective vertical shaft constantly refilled from behind, while they
are emptied from the corridors below in the mechanical assemblage of palettes for individual orders.
With distribution integrated into the industry, this system still resembles very much a condensed and
mechanized sequence through the normal agents of distribution: wholesalers and retailers.
The wholesaler provides the same input and output device and the available stock is identical with
what is stored, racks or piles are uniformly distributed and accessible over the sales-floor. Large
packs are moved. Essentially, a wholesaler is a differentiated and widely accessible warehouse-
extension of industry, but sourced-out, whereas here it is integrated.
The retailer provides at least two different modes of transportation in the store. Staff uses industrial
trucks and carts forcharging and transporting larger units from storageonto the sales-floor, shoppers
use carts, bags and cars to move and organize their buy. Storage is generally not accessible for
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shoppers, products are organized lineary along aisles and there is a distinct front and back
throughout, for instance, a grocery store. The system applies directly, but with mechanized
shoppers.
After the single palettes are assembled, they are moved on fork-trucks to the other side of
commissioning, into the elliptical shipping building and fed onto yet another conveyor belt, where
they are foil-wrapped and organized into different truckloads for the various terminals.
An Inlet
The robot carts of the third level can be seen in analogy to the traffic bringing in products from the
other manufacturing sites in the vicinity and the elevated material access as a 'doubling'of the full-
scale corridor that brings in the trucks. (We will see, that this project is full of such doublings, that,
in fact, they are an integral part of the strategy.) As not all products coming in from the side are of
the same standard, some have to be sterilized or repacked and wrapped before moving on to the
main storage-buffer.
This process is fairy staff-intensive, while by its nature it has to be located in the heart of the
distribution area with scarce opportunities for natural light, ventilation or associative connections to
the exterior. The conflict has led to the most convoluted building of the factory, but it achieves a
remarkable quality forthe workplaces byvarious improbable connections between above and below,
interior and exterior, light and dark, lightness and heaviness. (A beautiful reciprocity in the roofs
brings in natural light and air undemeath a tray!)
The goods come into a four-terminal receiving dock that opens onto the exterior corridor. They are
moved by an army of manned electrical forklift trucks through a hall with a free-standing tray on
columns on the first floor, which supports a number of desk-work-spaces. The products are
processed under the tray and moved to the side into the sterilization building and from there onto a
conveyor-belt which brings them into storage.
The storage-buffer forms an ideal point for an inlet or bifurcation in an industrial cycle, because it is
essentially neutral over three dimensions and accessible indepently on a number of different levels.
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Left: The 'retail' end of storage and distribution. Here, orders are
commissioned.
The notion of an opposition of work-space and break-space was
introducedbyFernandoDomeykoasadesign-guidelineforthestudents
in his fal11992 studio, designing a bicycle factory.
Here it is accessed on the third floor by regular goods and on the first floor by the goods coming in from
the side.
Another double loading dock is provided right next to sterilization, probably for shipping the trash that
accumulates abundantly in receiving departments. These loading docks form yet another meaningful
inhabitation of the structure of the overhead horizontal shaft.
Pedestrian Access
Whereas access for trucks and materials for a factory would have to be planned mainly for efficiency,
pedestrian access should be at the core of 'Architecture' and therefore governed by a whole different
set of criteria and described in another chapter. But in good architecture form and program are often
mutually so dependent, thatit is possible, to go seamlessly from'hard functions'like material circulation
or in-built machinery to'soft function'like 'performance'of materials or thresholds. In a good industry
I would think, the two have to be deeply connected, as is the case in the Melsungen factory.
The factory is at the same time a machine and a city. As a city it has many paths and places, and they
gain relevance through potential for specific use. But there are some used by many and the qualities
of those together form the character of the whole. Other spaces are directly associated with specific
working conditions and gain significance mainly as relief for those working close-by. They will read
structurally as a field of oppositions5 and as additional potential relative to the larger paths.
The pedestrian spine is directly attached to the defining elements of the design. Experiential qualities
change dramatically while one is moving along. The paths break down into an experiential base of
approximately the length of the existing production building. Changes from one condition into another
are often articulated by leaving an element and entering a parallel element, even though direction might
not necessarily change.
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Suppose one arrives atthe parking garage. The flimsiest structure of the whole factory provides half-views
of the largest elements unobstructed or unmediated for once, but from the back. A back-alley experience
and at the same time the only point where one can sense the total from within. Sheet-metal clad stair-
shafts lead down into a space between heaviness and lightness where colorful, though very heavy
concrete channels bridge the gap and dock into the wall which tums out to be avertical distributor (docking
into the wall will be a theme with variations to continue). The potential for future growth is clearly
established: the docks for the second half of the parking garage have already been provided. Its site is
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Left: Frontal view of the pedestrian bridge. Note the two vertical layers of
unbraced structure. Bracing occurs in the horizontal trusses on floor and
ceiling of the promenade
Entering the wall and darkness, a right-angled turn is facilitated by light from both ends of the stairs.
From one side the light is intense green caused by diffuse reflection on the copper inlay of the inverse
vertical sheds. (These devices are recurrent in all of the northern part of the project, single loaded
corridors,offices, and interiorof the wall.) One moves down the diagonal shaft, turns left on the middle
platform and enters the timber promenade from an elevated position behind, but not quite from the
exterior. Transition to the promenade is built very carefully: a wooden door with vertical window, a
platform and a few steps in a steel frame filled with the natural linoleum of the floors in the spine.
The sides are made of cheap industrial standard translucent insulating glass panels to allow for
attention to focus on the landscape rather than being distracted by the spectacular view of the tilted
wooden structure in the space between. Diagonal members together with the heaviness of the wall
and the translucent entry sides establish an architectural condition of being 'inside' with only one
sharp edge on one side: 'straight edges of forests against fields', as Stirling puts it, (footnote
Architecture Today) provide a very direct way of activating the landscape for the observer within.
The floors of the promenade slopes down towards the middle which conveys some of the natural
condition of crossing the valley, but also establishes the initial rhythm of two (basic dimensions of one
production unit), superimposed with a shifted structural module of eight (actually seven entries)
broken down into five diagonal supports and ten fields each.
The wooden structure is remarkably well fit for its job (of acting like the edge of a forest): It is a space-
frame with no bracing or triangulation in any one vertical layer. In fact, the front and tilted back layer
triangulate each other, they are spread apart via two rigid horizontal trusses, one below the walkway
and one on the exposed top of the structure. Thus, only 'columns', if slanted, exist along the edge,
and they are free to perform towards the landscape without associating 'grid', 'fence' or 'cage'.
The walkway in an along the wall connects administration and production. It is served by the parking-
garage. While the slanted timber columns achieve maximal openness towards the landscape, they
screen side-views. After turning left, the cafeteria becomes visible through the open end of the
promenade just before one turns left to cross the wall again.
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The wall is accessible in both directions from this point, as circulation can be experi-
enced'doubled-up'for the first time (wherever the wall is used formoving in it rather than
just for'transfers'it becomes widerand displays anothersurface treatment: a sculptural
texture of naps that will soon be grown over by the ravines already planted below).
The cafeteria
Stairs to the right lead down to lunch. They are crossed by a shortcut bridge for
production workers to a gallery in the second level. Entering the cafeteria from up here
offers a remarkable experience: the space in the form of a triangular wedge is closed
except for a door-height strip of glass along the edge behind a curved row of simple
concrete columns. The horizon is not revealed until one has really reached ground, but
then a remarkable perspective of the landscape appears, and administrative employ-
ees, seeing their building from the outside, for once can make sure they are really having
a break.
As we will see, the notion of 'reaching ground'for people or'touch-down'for access is
the governing element in the structure of the break-spaces all over the factory. It is
achieved in a numberof different ways: siting and the imposition of reference levels have
been mentioned already. Building-up the natural or an artificial landscape is another.
Siting, in this case implied, that the actual 'valley' as found, even though experientially
perfectly legible on the untouched site, did not have enough sectional differentiation to
be incorporated into an industry without reinforcement. Stirling doubles (triples) the
valley up on both sides, thereby forming channels for vehicular circulation and trans-
forming dam and wall into bridges at either end.
By the same token, the embankments move inwards, forming an experientially deeper
valley, now offering reasonable potential for a reservoir. They gain volumetric quality in
relief themselves.

Opposite page, left: Inside the dipole of work and break. A look back
from the cafeteria on the administration building
Opposite page, right: Only when one has reached the bottom, does
the view over the landscape unfold. The cafeteria is furnished with
informal, very light and friendly plywood chairs and tables. The
columns form a massive counterpart, while they are performing
from two levels relative to the glass.
Left: The completely closed empty space above the glass validates
the horizontality of the space underneath.
1: In Architecture Today Nr. 30 1992.
2: Gangway is the only english translationfor erhoehter Ehrengang, that
I can think of. The elevated gngway in this sense represents one of
thetopoi very popular in medieval fortresses and rennaiscance castles.
It was used to secure the ruler, and at the same time establish him in an
'honorable'position. (Jan Pieper, Toposforschung, lectures at TU Berlin,
Fall of 1988.)
3: Prof. Maxwell, Princeton,has brought my attention back to this
aspect in a phone conversation on 4/29/93.
In the site plan, this artificial embankment acts together with two other 'landscape' elements of
similar nature: the scaly green computer center underneath headquarters, termed 'Brain of the
Dinosaur'by J. S.1 which really is a building (is it?), the embankment in frontof the cafe for the storage
and distribution workers and the slope in the south carrying the diner break-spaces for production.
These four hybrid elements form the landscape-foundations for the programmatic definers of the
project and they are treated with remarkable formal similarity.
Now, where access makes its touch-down for the cafeteria, employees reach a built earthen plinth with a soft
edge towards the garden in the north and a hard-edged infrastructural embankment in the south. This is where
the bus from Melsungen drops off workers. But above all other use, it is an experiential plinth, and the stark
columns of the interior show a veritable step and architrave on the outside, which, divorcing the facade in
midway, just like the differentiations in the cladding, claims the neighboring territory for future growth of more
little temples (Stirling's rangeof analogies isgettinga littleoutof control, I admit, butthe seemingly postmodern
use of historical references, here is in reality a validation of the human aspect of work by means of a well-
tested cultural tool, rather than the 'jokes' known from some of Stirling's middle work).
Production
General Access
Crossing the wall, one leaves the connectors and enters the production side of factory work. Moving
in an elevated gangway2 underneath material access one crosses the corridor of vehicular
circulation. As mentioned above, I consider it necessary and by no means accidental, that material
circulation and general access are going bundled here, in order to allow for the special position of
pedestrian movement through the plant: for the elevated position is one of control, and implementing
it without a strong programmatic reason that can provide a physical backbone to start with, would
probably conjure up the atmosphere of a fortress or boot-camp rather than the light leisurely spirit
Stirling achieves and underlines with rhythmically changing colors on the inside walls between
production and distribution.
Where the promenade'leans'against the concrete wall and offers a directional view in the horizontal,
a pedestrian pier is'hung'underneath the material shaft, which is supported by its own legs, remain
independent of the larger structures on either side of the bridged corridor.
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Left: The fire-escape system provides a multi-purpose visitors gallery at
the end of a hidden fire-escape. It will eventually become a means to move
along the long production building, while having at the same time a view
to the landscape and a view down into the main production level.
The view is directed down onto the action on both sides of the corridor.
As in otherlocations, the two shafts 'dock'into an open bay of the structural system of the production
building (everything seems to be docking into everything else in this project), and after an
intermediate zone of being inside of two structures at once, one enters the lobby of the production
building.
This marks the end of the area which is open to visitors on this level, offering a vantage point to see
parts of all major wotk areas, except for the main production floor from the inner exterior. This
arrangement protects workers' privacy and factory security without precluding understanding for the
non-user (a very important aspect of the 'exteriorization of the interior' or'pulling boundaries inward'
for large and essentially private building organisms, and it reappears in different shades throughout
the project, especially in surface-treatment of growth-interfaces and redundancy in general access).
Nonetheless, the non-user can sometimes go even further: At closer observation, the whole building
is enveloped by fire exits, mostly exterior, but all equipped with at least one additional reason for
existence. One of them leads up in the hollow double fire-wall. Even though appararently the most
hidden path in the entire plant, it is the single most advertised fact in what could be the most beautiful
facade (a growth-interface again, and therefore temporary) of the project. It ends in a visitors-gallery
to the sterile production floor on the fourth level, a separation in the glassed front, which from the
inside must read as an artificial reference horizon, differentiating 'lights'from windows below. -Even
the most exposed point in the section is shared by a use-opposition.
Work
Workers enterthe central corridor to the right and filter through nine identical locker and shower units
into the peripheral corridor which serves the staircases in the rear facade. This corridor represents
a courtyard repetition of the more public landscape promenade in the front of the whole factory. The
ground is sloping up and planted as a rose-garden receiving southem sun. While nine monumental
columns activate the large work-spaces behind the front facade of the production building (the hollow
insides of which are used for the 'more public' use of material circulation), the rigid symmetrical
concrete structure is supported by thirteen slender columns in the back, where the task is to connect
narrower spaces to an outside of more intimacy and considerably smaller scale.
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Top left: Section of pedestrian walkway and production building.
Bottom left: The beautiful 'back alley of the factory, with the parking
garage and headquarters and open space for future extension in the
middle.
The Dipole of work-space and break-space
The second floor holds support facilities, social areas and offices. Two diners docked in the back of
the building are accessible from the staircases on this level. They are clad in corrugated stainless
steel sheets and, in contrast to the fine lattice of mullions dividing the large glass fronts of the main
building, they have undivided horizontal panorama windows that allow workers on break to feel
outside in the protected rose-garden environment. A heavier and unpunctured service-part closer to
the facade forms a dark waist and, together with the slightly hindered view back to work, establishes
a sufficient threshold for the workforce to feel relieved for a moment.
(Note that while the architectural quality lacking in the Volvo plant at Kalmar is achieved here in an
utterly simple and exemplary way, the Braun Factory displays none of the reform-agendas that
govem the design in Kalmar. In fact, one can see workers in white uniforms doing the same repetitive
jobs as neighboring machines, and job distribution seems to be a straightforward matter of what is
efficient and simple to implement for the engineers.'
Therefore one has to understand, that relief is provided, but also needed. To be fair, one should add,
that the production of small plastic and rubber parts is far more repetitive and offers less potential
for creating an understanding of a larger context of industrial work, than does the assembly of cars.
But while Kalmar represents a bottom-up achievement accomplished by negotiation, Braun
Melsungen reads more paternalistic: a difficult job happily executed for the advancement of
capitalism by excellent architects employed by a cultivated management.)
In addition to the contrasting experiential qualities of work-space and break-space, I would like to
underline again the contrasting spatial relationship between the two and their position in relation to
the pedestrian access network: While work is elevated as high as possible to maintain a view of the
open landscape in spite of the other technical installations of the plant,'touching ground'is again the
defining strategy for the design of the break-spaces.
Though not in literal contact with the earth, they are propped on independent foundations and their
constructive grammar (which is altogether foreign to the more expressive, unifying structures found
in the complex otherwise) seems more related to the railroad cars passing directly opposite the fence.
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Left: The two lower levels of the material shaft or elevated walkway
between cafeteria node and distribution center. The structure is exposed
on groundlevel. In other parts of the corridor, closer to distribution, it is
inhabited by loading-docks. It will eventually provide the facade for a
building standing behind it, but now it is still an open border.
They also contrast the unified work-level as a multiplicity of standard prefabricated containers. Thus,
rather than buildings, the break-space pods represent landscape elements like cars and trains.
The strategical position as another touch-down point becomes obvious when looking at the section:
It marks the point, where the pedestrian level would naturally submerge underthe slope. The surface
can be occupied only by small independent floating objects -life boats (in the general scheme their
position is ideal sincethey build larger-scale'landings'forthe stairs of the vertical production access).
Distribution
The corridor gets slightly narrower as one moves towards the distribution building, starting again at
the central node close to the cafeteria. As already mentioned, the structure is inhabited in three levels
by robot carts, humans and trucks. Eventually, all of the left side can be occupied by new extension
buildings, which have to be separated from circulation, so it is already closed except for occasional
fire exits to outside stairs. To the right, facing the exchange of goods and trucks in various facilities
along the corridor a heavy concrete wall providing not more than a narrow horizontal cut with heavy
wooden windows protects the workers. The corridor preestablishes experientially the condition in the
distribution center, of being in the middle of a heavily built-up, machine controlled environment. The
entries towards the south to energy-center, storage-administration and cafe branch off the pedes-
trian spine in a different manner from their east-westem counterparts: the three-dimensional wedge-
forms already encountered in the cafeteria building act here as waists, distance-pieces, dividers or
filters. Behind those elements, independent buildings are docked, which are following their own rules
and cannot be described here. The doubling of access is introduced by openings to the left down into
the busy receiving area and a visual connection to a free standing tray, then a second smaller spine
connecting the tray with the cafe, and the main interior access of distribution parallel to the left. They
all provide different controlled experiences as well as individual connections to the lower levels.
Public and Private
Because the zone directly in front of the receiving hall is needed for material circulation, the cafe is
laterally displaced along the pedestrian spine. Rather than making distribution workers walk past the
entrance of the future second bridge into a peripheral zone ordead-end, a second spine is provided,
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Left: A single displaced piece of artificial landscape roots the cafe and
social-rooms along the southern edge of the distribution complex. Until
today, it is framed by the copper-clad ellipsoid shipping building and the
storage administration to form an internalized exterior.
which is accessed by distribution workers directionally and the general pedestrian traffic through
another lateral displacement. This generates a hierarchy of access defining an element associated
directly with this specific area but placed in an ambiguous spatial position. It also helps to establish
a second node in the spine with a similar behavioral set-up as the first one at the cafeteria, though
rotated ninety degrees and more private. (Both provide the potential for branching off to the side, by
pre-validating all directions with 'spiral' options for movement in the more public access ways
(compare campielli in Le Corbusiers Hospital of Venice Project as a system of rhythmic horizontal
circulation and growth, they provide very similar spiral nodes).
A fourth Dipole
The response to the need for another meaningful work-break opposition for the complicated and
dense distribution area (in continuation of the dipole-principle as already seen with the cafeteria and
the primary work-areas on project level, and with the diners for production and the lobby for
administration on a more particular level) is more convoluted than otherwise necessary. But again,
the cafe meets the criteria of 'touching ground', being outside, establishing a threshold and, though
indirect, offering a view back to work. Getting outside is accomplished by cutting out a piece of the
corridorflankof thedistribution complex and positioning two high linear buildings in a U-configuration
relative to the pedestrian spine (Only one of them has been built so far). By nature of their fair
accessibility from the loading zones, they instantly develop an interior open front and an exterior
relatively closed back (this is speaking for the vehicular public or the factory as an object). They form
a court-like space in-between, and since it will remain open towards at least one side, landscape can
enter.
To enable the cafe and social rooms to touch ground, the earth is built up artificially in form of a wedge.
Because the outside space above the wedge will be crossed by the second bridge eventually, it does
not represent a private courtyard, but real landscaped exterior space. (The lateral displacement of
break-space and landscape combined with fixing them through built intemalized exterior is a
spectacular move, but for local experience, it works very naturally.) Sectionally, work- and break-
spaces form another opposition: while the main work-level is a the height of the trucks, the cafe and
social areas are above -slightly below the reference level of the pedestrian spine.
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Far left: The light-well marking the central pedestrian node for the
distribution building. All elevators leave from this point, and a bridge
makes the connection to the upper-level work-spaces of distribution.
Left: Interiorview of thesocial rooms and cafe in the distribution complex.
Note the difference in orientation register in a heavier roof, pulled-out like
a visor, the wooden mullions and less 'built airiness' compared to the
cafeteria.
The cafe in itself is again similar to the cafeteria except that it is facing south. The view is forced down
by a descending ceiling as one enters from above to an undulating door-height glass wall (compare
to extended cafeteria!). The roof rests on simple exterior concrete columns which are activating the
inner space and read with a base from the outside, where there is none visible from within. There is
a balcony here, and wooden mullions, and the roof extends out to provide shade from the southern
sun.
The Distribution Machine
This is where factory work is grimmest. Humans play a marginal role and they are generally confined
to the exchange zones between buffer and commissioning system and to the shipping ellipse.
Access is provided indirectly through an elevator building positioned in the functional center of
distribution, buffer, sterilization and commissioning. The connection over to the distribution paper-
work-tray is generous and well-lit. A light-well marks the end of the bridge that has vertical windows
to the outside and brings daylight down to the distribution level below. The bridge together with all
the other redundant circulation establishes two interlocking circles on the first and second level:
Material distribution and sterilization can be supervised all along from above.
Architectural Means
As we have seen while moving through the plant, the Braun factory displays a consistent strategy
of doubling-up landscape elements and using them for specific new architectural tasks. Elements of
the program are checked for their potential relations to the site, and if possible, they are functional
continuations of environmental elements. The elements are not repeated literally, but employed as
architectural topoi, which are non-specific and offer enough freedom for reinterpretation to become
an integral part of the industry. Whereas examples for this strategy can only rarely be found in the
architecture of this century, it is well established in architectural history.
What is so special about this example, is the fact, that the consistent use of relevant topoi is combined
with an extraordinarily large and complex program. An industrial program, which in this form is
entirely a product of the late twentieth century, and could, on this level of functional integration, never
have occurred before.
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Left The bridge asfound in theenvironmentof thesite, and as implemented
in the project.
Right: The self-similar chain of the valley topos. The five steps described
in the text.
Thus, in the case of this factory, the consistent use of architectural topoi across the scales establishes
chains of self-similar behavior, that connect the project to its landscape environment in a unprec-
edented way.
Let us have a look atone specific example. The defining topos for this site is the location in the valley.
This immediately suggests the element of water and dams and bridges as human artifices to work
with. Stirling utilizes numerous artificial landscape elements, such as a doubled artificial reservoir,
two artificial creeks with a cascade, architectural, infrastructural and landscaped slopes and
wedges, and builds a dam as well as several bridges to set up pedestrian circulation.
The links in the chain could be interpreted as follows:
The large valley with a hill in the middle is interpreted as two valleys, one carrying the Pfieffe river,
the other one available for siting a factory. The two major workplaces are positioned on the 'slopes'
and connected via a dam, which establishes the second 'valley'as a valley.
A creek is introduced to underline the assertion. It feeds a 'reservoir which reinforces the notion of
'dam'into something believable. 'Country roads'lead around the reservoir. They introduce the first
'embankments'. But stronger diff erentiation is needed for the establishment of the different reference
levels of circulation. As a consequence, the valley is divided into three valleys, and the reservoir
becomes two reservoirs with two independent water levels which underline the artificiality of the
whole.
Two infrastructural valleys and a natural valley which share volumetrc embankments (causeways?)
are needed to differentiate vehicular traffic into two functional and one formal entry way (truck entry,
parking garage entry, VIP drop-off).
Four of the many artificial slopes or architectural wedge-forms, which can be found all over the
project, underline the main valley: the roof of the cafeteria, the VIP-drop-off platform, and the two
sloped floors of the pedestrian bridge.
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Left: The straight edge of the forest against the fields, another topos Obviously, the diagonal structure of the timber-construction for the pedestrian bridge repeats theimplementedwith very precise means. larger rhythm of the invisible diagonal movement of the stairs inside of the distribution wall, (which
are themselves similar to slopes)
Chains of self-similar behavior like the one described in more detail above can be found fora number
of other topoi:
1. The 'straight edge of the forest towards the fields', in and below the pedestrian bridge, in the
columnated corridors of the production building, in the columnated fronts of both cafeterias and the
lobby of the administration building, in front of the structure of the horizontal material shaft, in the
natural rows of trees across the railroad tracks towards the south, in the artificial islands or
geometrically planted groves of trees in front of the pedestrian bridge.
2. 'Country infrastructure': the winding country road, the terraced mountain road and hairpin curve,
the winding tracks of the railroad, sidetracked railroad carts, the canal, the straight thoroughfare, the
parking lot, the footpath with a view.
3.'Agriculture': the geometrical layout of fields, the country garden, the harmony of nature and tools,
potatoes, rose garden, the meadow, contour farming, terracing of the landscape, occupying the
slope while liberating the valley, artificially planted groups of local trees and bushes, the pond.
An enlargement of boundaries is not directly obvious in this project in the sense described above,
because its environment is not urban and therefore it cannot be described as a fabric of spaces
complementary to figural objects.
The environment of Braun Melsungen could rather be read as an open space surrounding and
interacting with an agglomeration of objects or sculptural forms. Where we discussed objects to be
integrated as 'part of the fabric' in the case of the urban factory, here we are dealing with the type
of the farm or the villa, as rural architectures have a different relationship towards the landscape than
urban houses have, towards the city.
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(The only direct example for enlarged boudaries is in the association with the forest-edge, and forests
can be seen as fabrics) But here, this is not the point. We have described in length the special way
this factory relates to the landscape. As a functionally more complex unit, interior boundaries are
enlarged for the purpose of improved exchange (in the more literal sense). As we have seen in the
functional plan diagram on page 56, Stirling establishes a ring of exchange zones all along vehicular
circulation.
Wherever materials or people change their modes of transportation, clothing, packaging or
association, complexboundariesappearinthe project. Theyare functional enlarged boundariesvery
much like blood vessels or bronchs in human organs of metabolism. They are characterized by a
linear bundle fanning out or line branching before or in the boundary element, and coming together
again on the other side. The boundaries (or elements) display complex behavior, even though some
of the mechanisms of exchange might be very simple.
Let us consider the concrete distribution wall as an example. With an enormous number of stairs and
bridges, it funnels people into the pedestrian bridge in the mornings and distributes them to theircars
in the evenings. This leads to an individual path for every employee of the company, between initially
passing through the wall at either end and reaching their car. The wall is double only where needed.
On the primary landing, above and below it is a single wall, and brings in light from the side through
a vertical diagonal shed (!). In these places, the wall is only a divider, where it in other places it is
mostly a connector. At least four layers of bifurcations occur before a worker can reach his or her car:
from the pedestrian bridge into a glass overpass, or straight-on; upwards or downwards from the
main landing; straight-on at the first landing, or off to the side towards the garage, left or right from
the concrete overpass.
This boundary or filter for pedestrians juxtaposes highly varied architectural experiences. One
arrives through concrete cylinders, parks on steel decks in the 'back alley of the factory', enters an
exterior'canyon'on a massive tilted concrete exterior bridge, opens adoor to a dark space between
two walls, walks to the light on the ends, departs from inside the walls through an interior wooden
door into an intricate wooden walkway, which provides the most open experience of the landscape.
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Similar enlarged boundaries can be found all along the zone of exchange on the side of the truck-
corridor.
-system of material circulation in the columns of the facade.
-receiving area at the distribution department.
-filter of showers and lockers in the lower floor of the production building.
-bus drop off.
-entrances to the cafeteria.
-etc.
The storage and distribution area must be viewed as a volume for exchange, which is in its entirety
a boundary between production and shipping. It is directly comparable to the fractal objects like
Sierpinsky's carpet or Meyer's sponge, which are lines orsurfaces, but completely occupy a surface
or volume respectively. They are objects of a dimension just barely lower than three.?
A third important element of complex organization is given by the cultural definers of the project. As
mentioned in the description of the project, they are represented by the 'dipoles of work-space and
break-space' (footnote Fernando).
The cafeteria is connected to all three major work areas, administration, production, and distribution,
via elevated walkways which demonstrate distance and getting away from work quite clearly for the
user. One moves down, leaves the reference level of movement and touches the ground. The
administrative employees even have a view back on their path and their work-space. The central
position of the cafeteria has to be seen as functional constraint rather than as a focal element in the
design -this is the path used most by the average worker.
Opposition in experiential quality and spatial position relative to access and site conditions have
established the primary dipole relationship oropposition of work-space and break-spaceof cafeteria
to main work areas as similar to the three dipoles at lower scale. They are
-the dipole of lobby and offices in the administration building,
-the dipole of material input and social rooms/cafe in the distribution building and
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-the bipole of primary work level and exterior diners in the production building.
Their specific positions have at length been described above.
We have introduced the notion of the rhizome, as a complex linear system of exchange in order to
be able to differentiate material circulation from human access.Though not necessarily, the two can
differ substantially.
Where it will often be beneficial for material circulation to be fully prescriptive it is very important for
human circulation to provide options, toallowforvariations and fordifferentiated interpretation. Focal
layouts dwarf projects because they preclude true choice. If human access needs to follow complex
organization for programmatic reasons, and as the natural analogies can neither be tree or root, nor
fascicles for the reasons quotet from Deleuze and Guattari, a rhizomorphic structure should be
considered.
Understanding the pedestrian access at Braun Melsungen as a multiplicity of rhizomes (the access
patterns of the three main programmatic elements, composed of rhizomes themselves) places an
emphasis on their potential to work in part (principle of asignifying rupture) their redundance, and
their non-focal reading, their multitude of interior entrances (footnote), and their ability to grow and
cover any given area without ever becoming peripheral. The in and outputs are described as lines-
of-flight by Deleuze and Guattari. They do not have to follow the laws of gravity, but they are part of
the rhizome nonetheless.
This brings us to the fourth and last element of complex behavior in this factory: non-linear growth.
The factory grows by gradually approaching a future limit close to maximum efficiency. Paths will be
shortest, exterior material and human circulation will be minimal with interior commmunication
maximalized. This is not linear growth, which is characterized by incremental moves without
limitations with continuos increase in slenderness and a decrease of efficiency.
The growth-patterns of Braun Melsungen resemble growth in living organisms. They slowly reach
a state of efficiency, while constantly displaying similar qualities to the mature organism during the
phase of growth, or constantly showing all the elements of later development in immature form.
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They reach the stadium of maturity, and when the optimum state cannot be maintained, they
deteriorate, and eventually die. (This will necessarily be the case for the Melsungen site as a
meaningful concentration of all Braun operations, should the company grow beyond a certain limit.
A close look shows though, thatthere are no real boundaries forfurthergrowth of production, itwould
just have to start to grow lineary -a life insurance).
The effect of displaying 'the whole', while still growing or just having been completed, is generated
by two elements in parallel. Setting the limits by implementing other elements of the program, the
general layout is aided by the explicit growth-interfaces found all over the project. The Braun
buildings locally grow in a linear pattern. Their generally very differentiated section is extruded
further. The growth-interfaces, as I would like to call the surfaces prepared to be connected to a new
section of the building, display the architectural content of the building precisely. The contrast of the
articulated surfaces of the growth interfaces and the well-crafted final facades is one of the most
beautiful aspects of the project.
Braun Melsungen
The Salk Institute
community, work, landscape
A research laboratory in La Jolla to which Picasso could have been invited
(this was the design specification given to Louis Kahn by the Director, Dr.
Jonas Salk',), the Salk Institute represents the most coherent of Kahns
institutional projects. Two laboratory buildings face a central void, which in
itself faces the pacific ocean and the sunset on a spectacular site on the
coastline of southern California.
The horizontality of the water is doubled in the terrace forming the base of
the project. The real ground level however, is two office- or one laboratory-
story below. The communal plaza is suspended between the two buildings
at a height, which invites scientists and visitors to experience their position
as in the project rather than in front of the buildings on the sides.
The laboratory buildings are extremely undifferentiated on the inside, they
are column free'industrial'spaces of (22mx70m) 1500 m2on every floor and
side, which can be freely divided and set up according to specific require-
ments. While on the inside vertically split into served work-space and one-
floor high duct and service-space, they are differentiated in plan from the
exterior open space in the middle, by hammer-shaped little offices sup-
ported by a spatial lattice of concrete planes. At the level of the laboratory
floors, the lattice is open and serves as a balcony in a middle position along
the access between the offices, the labs and the communal space. Work-
space is consistently differentiated from'the realm of the oak and the rug1
(footnote). Locally we find clear work-break oppositions or dipoles in plan
and section. The zone in-between represents a'rack'of these oppositions.
It forms a'facade'for the potentially faceless laboratory space. It is a zone
with overabundant access.
Left: View from the west into the communal space.
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Kahn differentiates the Mew-in'from the 'view-out' of the project by diagonal
concrete fins, that also frame the view from inside of the balconies or offices
towards the sea. In the middle of the open space, a little artificial stream carries
water towards the edge. It reflects the sky and the currentqualityof the weather.
At the edge, it turns into a waterfall, then into a pool, to further doubt about the
horizontal reference level for this stacked building.
After coming in through a grove of trees from the parking lot, users walk up the
stairs to the exterior interior and experience a classical 'ramed view of the
landscape'. However, the frame of the picture is very unusual: it is a hard
boundary from the east, buta soft boundary from the west, funneling in light and
view forthe indivual spaces in front of the laboratory. As soon as the viewertums
back they become inviting surfaces, that are significantly enlarged by geometri-
cal means and inhabited by a second set of 'friendly' materials such as wood and
glass. With the shift in inhabited levels in section, and the hammer-shaped
interlocking positive and negative spaces in plan, a first enlargement of the
exterior boundaries between the laboratory buildings and the inside exterior is
established. It works together with the'sunken'courtyards orelevated reference
plane. A secondary enlargement is achieved by the virtual 'puncturing'of the
structures of the transitory zone achieved with the vertical and horizontal planes
of the structure in elevation and section.
A fourth level of complexity is introduced by the alternating rhythm of solids
against voids in the handrails and the diagonal concrete plains in plan, forming
the simplest and smallest move to divide equally in solid and void once more:
the division of the square by the diagonal.
Right: View from the east out to the landscape.
The Salk Institute
Above: Two groups of researchers cell, each with a'trunk' to catch the sunlight in the diagonal.
Right: Fractal behavior in the surfaces: Fingering into the landscape, interlocking voids and volumes, hard against soft; the framed view of the landscape; interlocking solid and void
hammers perpendicular to primary directions, in plan and in section; the diagonal as the most fundamental means to divide the square into solid and void.
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There are two principles at work here. The enlargement of the boundary of the laboratory building
by an element of recreation, circulation and communication is obvious. It represents a very
sophisticated use of geometry, proportion (additions of large and small scale elements -boxes and
handrails) and performance of experiential elements.
The coherence of the project is established through self-similar chains of symbolic environmental
reference, by the use of two architectural topoi recurring over all scales.
Westward cliffs
The landscape topos is represented by the'westward cliff above the water's edge'. It already displays
a small chain of self-similar behavior in the natural topography of the site, which Kahn takes a
departure point for the project.
The cliffs turn inward towards theland to form asteep canyon, that frames the sunset. Thus,'smaller
cliffs are facing each other, where higher cliffs are facing the sea, there is a'front'face and an'inside'
face to the land. The specific natural manifestation of the topos displays another important feature
for continuation: the bifurcation of the canyon. It introduces twodirections and the diagonal as means
for transversing the limits of a specific scale.
Architecturally, the potential of this topos lies in the intense experience of horizontality through a
doubling of the horizon (land and water) by building horizontal terraces (artificial cliffs) which can be
experienced from above, below and within the edge. The largest two terraces in the institute (one in-
between the labs and one in front of them) are activated by a single element of water, horizontal,
vertical and horizontal again, which underlines the connection of the architecture to the elements of
the natural canyon below (the creek, the cascade), but while reflecting the sky and facing the sunset
they also prepare a connection to the cosmology inherent in the topography of the site.
The sunken gardens, the elevated walkways, the open balconies for the labs, the slightly elevated
level of the courtyard, the laboratory floors with their connections to the outside, the travertine
benches and even the individual rectangular pieces of the travertine pavement are scaled elements
in this chain of self-similar behavior.
The Salk Institute
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1: this captures exactly the overall cultural concem for a project, which
would allow for scientists who are working on the development of new
vaccines to connect to the global context of their work byexperientially
connecting to the elements of their environment.
The Dipole of seclusion and community
The second topos is rooted in the interpretation of the cultural implications of the program. Vaccine
research is seen at the same time as a very exclusive technology-based scientific project and as a
beneficial endeavor for the whole of mankind. The opposition of seclusion and communication in the
work-day of the scientist (which represents a monastic program for the project), of solitary meditation
and experimental research in groups represents a similar topos as the dipole of work- and break-
space introduced for the factory.
As for a monastery, this topos is explored architecturally through volume, enclosure or the 'cell',
positioned against communal open space. The volume of the land against the openness of the sea,
the laboratories against the central court, the scientists offices against the small courts to their sides,
which are connecting them to their neighbors, with all intermediate physical elements for connection
form the chain of self-similar behavior for this topos.
The Salk Institute
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Conclusion
the aspects of complexity
We have seen many different aspects of complex behavior in the industrial precedents described
above. Organizational, geometrical, procedural, and otherforms of complexity can occur in the same
architecture and produce coherence at the same time. It has become clear, that aspects of
complexity can occur in more exterior or more interior form, depending on program and site
conditions.
Project differentiation and contextual integration areone single strategy when the principles of chaos
theory are used as an analytical tool in architecture. The concepts of 'seeing-as', 'opportunism in
design' developed by P. Papazian have helped in establishing an attitude towards site and
environment. Pieper's concept of 'architectural topoi' which is derived from literary criticism has
helped to establish families of contextual elements for the use as self-similar reference material. F.
Domeykos understanding of the fundamental oppositions and experiential qualities for the design
of industries, as well as his cross-references such as the hospital of venice as a machine and city
in one, were helpful in formulating complexity in this thesis. A. Moravanszkis reference to Guattari
and Deleuze and their rhizomes has helped solving the problem of introducing value-judgements into
complex systems.
We would like to introduce the notion of a'complex order' for the elements of the analytical strategy,
when they are used according to the found characteristics of specific architectural constellations as
tools for design to achieve coherence.
The approach as a whole compares to other, historical means of ordering architecture by scalable
elements, such as columns, plinths, bases, architraves, etc.. But in sharp contrast to the historical
examples, complex orders would be entirely non-prescriptive for the elements to be used and non-
generative, in the sense that they cannot include any fixed inherent rules of how to proceed.
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A complex order should rather be understood as a pointer to yet unused or unrealized qualities in
program or environment which occur on scales too unusual to be considered consciously for
architectural reference and a motivation to use them to build meaningful connections.
This text should not be taken as a systematic approach to design or the judgement thereof. The
strategy is systematic only insofar, as it tries to establish a means to achieve coherence in the larger
picture, by using a common language for apparently distnct phenomena of different scale to make
visible potential connections. It encourages to let go of the abstraction in favor of the concrete
architectural element as soon as the connection has been achieved.
Conclusion
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Manufacturing in Berlin
traditional patterns of occupying the fabric
Manufacturing in the inner districts of the city of Berdin has a strong tradition. The historic districts of
the late nineteenth century, which make up about half of the urban fabric in the inner S-Bahn Ring,
(circle of mass-transportation) have been built as a mixture of residential and commercial use,
following a pattem of extremely dense development, that is varied, but hardly ever contradicted.
Typically, very large blocks of approximately two hundred meters in length are divided into deep lots
of aboutl8 to 25 meters frontage. Tenement housing built directly on the lot-line occupies the front
of the block in rows of 13 meters depth. The back buildings are connected by narrow side-wings built
back to back, forming courtyards usually shared with one of the neighboring buildings. In exceptional
cases, residential use extends up to five rows deep into the block.
If not occupied by civic institutions such as schools, court-buildings or administration the interior of
the block is generally used by light industry served through driveways that puncture the courtyards
and often cross the entire block. Depending on the character of the district, either residential use or
industry dominates the interior. The first one or two floors of the front buildings are used for
commercial purposes in continuous rows of stores, cafes, bars and restaurants, offices or public
facilities even along back streets.
This structure has provided a very crisis-resistant mixture of smaller businesses that drew efficiency
of production from proximity to a wide range of services and close cooperation and communication
with related others sharing the same densely populated courtyard.
Some of this mixture still exists in the traditional working class neighborhoods of the districts of
Kreuzberg, Neukoelln, Reinickendorf, Wedding or Prenzlauer Berg. In the newer parts of these
districts, which were not entirely filled until the eady twentieth century, larger factories occupy
interiors and parts of the perimeter with coherent 'designed' architecture.
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These include the famous Turbinenhalle and Grossmaschinenhalle for AEG by Peter Behrens, or
the Osram Factory for lighting fixtures in Wedding. They follow a general pattern, which lets larger
inner-block institutions such as schools claim at least one perimeter building for a more formal
entrance into theblock. Civic institutions with more than local significance, such ashospitals orurban
administration buildings, churches, libraries or courts even rely on a real opening in the block facade
to introduce the public into the otherwise more private interior of the block.
This is especially significant insofar as residential use has traditionally been very differentiated in this
fabric: social prestige declines steadily as one is moving deeper into the block, and already the
second row of buildings has no more direct connection to fresh air, light or public space. This remains
imprinted in the mind while crossing the perimeter of the block towards the inside, and therefore
perimeter claims are immensely important for innerblock use!
Innerblock industries have regained considerable interest over the last years due to the notorious
shortage of open space in the former westem part and the general need for innovative solutions for
any kind of building activity in the divided city.
But city-planning and architectural concerns were even more important. It has been recognized that
mixing residential use with industry, alleviates some of the most important problems of inner city life:
commutes are avoided by locating work and home close to each other. It has also been realized, that
a large part of the qualities of metropolitan life depend exactly on this sort of mixture: urban life can
be enriched by encountering a full range of everyday realities. Naturally, the above implies some
restrictions regarding impact. Only programs of lower impact, can be accommodated in so dense a
structure. But industry has changed, and even this constraint leaves a lot of possibilities open.
A symposion held in the old OSRAM factory in 1988,'Berlinmodell Industriekultue, investigated the
subject of urban factories theoretically and through exemplary designs for 'realistic' programs by
invited participants. The findings provide interesting reference material even though none of the
schemes has been realized so far.
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A second important pattern for industrial settlements in Berlin is given along the edges of urban
infrastructure. The figure-ground plan of nineteenth century Berlin curiously does not take into
account very much the topographical or infrastructural fractures or disturbances. The waterways,
defining elements of the landscape in Brandenburg, meet back-cour buildings and factories first in
Berlin. Even the Spree is treated as a piece of infrastructure. The course of the Spree, and the
embankments of the Havel and its lakes are spotted with industry. Along the railway rings, the city
traditionally has exchanged goods.
Along the elevated or excavated railroad tracks cutting through the 19th century city fabric, a belt of
industries has developed growing from the exposed interiors of the cut blocks. These developments
are informal and small in scale in the more central districts. Towards the outskirts, they are often the
results of full-grown companies moving out to the edge from their cramped back-court beginnings.
Often the edges of urban infrastructure are the places for horizontal rather than vertical organization
of production.
Manufacturing in Berlin
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Site & Program
an urban factory on the inner edge
The site chosen for the factory occupies an intersection of the two zones of urban industrial
developmentdescribed above. Positioned on the urban edge for the sake of good access it shares
two boudaries with residential streets. It is located in the Prenzlauer Berg district, the only largeropen
lot in a densely built-up area with only minor war-time damage. The block is in a gate position for the
district relative to traffic on Behmstrasse, a wide street planted with sizeable trees which forms the
northern boundary for the lot and leads into the district of Wedding aftercrosssing a large open space
generated by a crossing (the so-called Nordkreuz) in the 'S-Bahn Ring'.
This infrastructural cut was also the location of the Berlin Wall, before it was removed in 1991. An
enormous division between the neighborhoods to the four sides of the opening. Towards the south-
west, the site opens to this geographical feature in a long curve. It has a boundary of residential
buildings to the east. The site is located on a landfill. The embankments of the railway-channels have
been built up higher with the excavated material, to provide a base for bridges spanning the gap in
southern and western directions. This leaves the ground suspended on an intermediary level
between the highest and lowest points on Behmstrasse as it descends towards the east.
The streets along the urban edge, Daenen and Norwegerstrasse, are disconnected, and form dead
ends on reaching the site. The other side of the railroad channel displays an industrial layer of
buildings behind a row of residential use, accessed from the other side. Together with the five meter
deep cut of the railroad-channel, they form a 'canyon' towards the east.
The site had originally been planned to remain a regular urban block on the edge, with a rectangular
shape. It seems that railway planning was indecisive for some time in the beginning of the century,
and because it was unclear how much of the site would be used for railway land, it was never built
up and has functioned as a depot for municipal trash-collectors ever since.
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The situation has changed dramatically with German reunification. The S-Bahnring is being
reconnected, renovated and equipped with new stations that will provide connections to the long-lost
outskirts of the city and the outer Railway-ring. According to recent planning, the areas in direct
proximity to the ring will increase in density and they will change to mixed uses, including residential,
commercial and industrial use. For our specific lot in former east Berlin this implies a very large
increase in publicity and pedestrian traffic, but not necessarily an increase in density above the
average, because Prenzlauer Berg is already has one of the highest densities in all of Berlin, and
open sites such as this one provide a certain relief function for the neighborhood that should be
maintained.
The site combines edge conditions with excellent accessibility to several systems of transportation:
passenger-trains, subway, S-Bahn, bus and tram, automobile traffic, and a pedestrian boulevard.
Heavy industrial traffic can be guided out on a lower level on to Norwegerstrasse, which is already
industrial in quality and leads to Bomholmer Strasse, the next major thoroughfare following the edge
along with the railroad.
For the site of approximately 25000sqm, the program provides public functions along Behmstrasse,
consisting of stores, offices and smaller businesses with direct access to the street on either first or
second floor, depending on their sectional position relative to the sloping street. The upperfour levels
are dedicated to residential use, served through narrow entrances in the facades, that lead up in the
open to an extensive terrace on the roof of the factory entrance- building. It is open towards the south
and directly associated with the residential buildings. The inner-block is used by the urban factory:
it extends from the second layerall thewaytothe edge. Thetipof the blockforms a gate to Prenziauer
Berg. A communal institution will occupy the exposed area and form a connection to the district of
Wedding on the other side of the bridge. The tip also will form a more spacious and natural pedestrian
connection between Norwegerstrasse and Behmstrasse.
The factory
It was important to find a truly urban program for the factory. Many of the established factories in the
city are not urban factories, they are factories, that just happen to be located within the city.
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Nonetheless, they might well make sense in their locations. As we have found, there are a lot of
arguments for having industry in the city. But, since this investigation deals with integration of the
factory into the existing fabric, it seemed beneficial to define an industry, that would take the
opportunity of explicitly addressing some functional aspects, first of all urban infrastructure, on the
program level.
The primary function of the proposed factory is retrofitting used and new cars from within the area
with hybrid engines. These are electrical motors driven by batteries in the city with no emissions,
while long-distances are sustained by a gas turbine constantly feeding energy into the system,
though not actually propelling it. This technology is currently being developed by a large automobile
company, but it will probably not be available before long forthe models of smaller car-producers with
lower R&D budgets. But since the problem of pollution in the cities is urgent and driving cars without
emissions controls on smoggy days is already illegal, there is a market for this product. Therefore
the factory will function as something in-between a research institution, an industry and a large crafts-
workshop.
For this factory, input and output are urban and they are provided by people that are coming as clients
by car, leave the factory by foot, use public transportation to get home, and arrive as pedestrians
again to pick up their electrical car. In this sense, the zone of exchange could be a 'market' of
communication.
The main product is adaptability, a chassis that adjusts the fix-points of a mass-produced engine to
the changing conditions among varying body-types. Communication and logistics are very important
in such a process. A fabric of workshops has to be differentiated by break-spaces for identity and
recreation, connected for communication and material access, and flexible for changes in the
process. Cars are disassembled in the work-shops along the edge, parts are stored temporarily, they
are moved via carriers to central engine-exchange workshops. These shops are fed by kit-carts
moving along a lateral spine with the appropriate parts for the different bodies to be processed. Then
the carriers take the half-finished bodies back to the edge, they are reassembled by the initial team
and transported outto thezoneof exchange, wherethey can be temporarily stored in an underground
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parking garage.
The relations between specific exchange and assembly teams is not fixed, and the network of
magnetic guidance for the carriers has many bifurcations to be able respond to immediate needs and
availabilities.
The production-level is free of support facilities, they are grouped along first-level corridors leading
to break-plazas along the edge. Unobstructed pedestrian circulation at +6m connects locker-rooms
with R&D, team-boxes, workshops, and the social rooms and cafeteria overlooking the open
landscape.
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automobile retrofitting
The first move for the site is a retaining wall along the edge. It marks the plinth
as artificial and draws the curve further. The plinth defines the end of the street
inside of the canyon and the beginning of the open pedestrian edge by getting
into the way of the infrastructural cut. The plinth descends slowly as it meets the
open terrace to flow underneath the bridge and connect the two streets in the
north with a smallercurve that repeats the move of the edge. The plinth supports
both private inside and public front of the block uniformly. The factory has its
share of harder, more formal buildings in the second row, but for once (on the
open side), they reach the front, if not directly. The factory hasa facade towards
the bridge.
The second move brings heavy traffic into the middle of the site. A smaller cut
parallel to the canyon brings the trucks through an underpass from
Nordenskjoeldstrasse to the loading-docks at the core of the plant. The cut is
open towards the west -the trucks move down, but towards the light. They back
into the ports, register, unload or load and exit through a branch towards
Norwegerstrasse. The factory bridges across the gap hangars and the kitting-
building. The loose cycle of preparation and assembly is punctured by the
customers' entrance from Behmstrasse and by the employees' entrance from
Malmoer Strasse. At these points the ground level is neutral. The fingering from
the north is complemented by fingering from the south. The dynamics of the
smooth entry below are somewhat held back by friction along the upper level.
Through the openings in the plinth, landscape and lightfingers in. The cutforthe
trucks receives an industrial rail, which can be unloaded into the truck docks via
forklift. Second level pedestrian circulation remains entirely free of the experi-
ence of the gap.
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Each box reveals the next. The assembly workshops have positive comers
of concrete in the break-space excavations. The entry way for rare traffic
and fire-engines spans them. It is supported by a single column activating
thespacebehind.A suspended industrial gate opens the sheds towards the
exterior, it stays right in front of the concrete latch of equal size. The form
of the gable is particularized by the boxes and two light sheet-metal panels,
each following different slopes of the roof. The windows are slack. The large
window is protected from the sun by the boxes. Corridors of light move
inwards from the excavation, they lightupthe lower floor and carry the doubt
about the reference level across the project.
The structure of the sheds consists of three-pinned steel arches either with
or without props to hold up the pedestrian walkways of the third level. Pillars
of concrete rise 2,20m from the foundation to support them. The facades
and enclosure can flexibly attach to thestructure ina numberof ways. Ducts
and services for the boxes are carded in the open space underneath the
propped horizontal roofs. Where possible, the pedestrian walkways are
often widened in the facade with a view down into production.
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The first wall of the communications and locker building provides vertical and
horizontal exchange. It introduces another horizontal reference at roof-level,
doubling the material corridor, where kit-carts move perpendicular to the
direction of the sheds. The positive and negative shapes, formed by the roof,
are interlocking. They generate similar pattems in plan. Transforming the
membrane of the roof into habitable structure, introducing circulation and boxes
frees up workers to move up and down from the reference work-level, therefore
continuously having exits in a horizontally spread-out structure. Depending on
the position in the structure, gables can be positive, filling up the structure, or
negative, filling up the gaps in-between.
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A factory of workshops
View up underneath a pedestian walkway. In front the material circulation
corridor. The walkways, usually protected on one side by a light exterior wall, are
free on both sides while they cross the material access. They form bridges that
can be seen from fartherdown the corridor, whereas in otherareas of the project,
spatially diagonal views are confined to one or two structural units. The
functionally important elements contribute to the overall understanding of the
users.
I'
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